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Summary of Findings 
 The pace of cord cutting will not pick up significantly in the next 

year, according to 13 of 17 sources. 

 Younger consumers who have never had a pay-TV subscription are 
a bigger long-term concern than those who might cancel their 
service. Eight sources said over-the-top (OTT) TV’s growth makes 
pay-TV subscriptions among “cord nevers” highly unlikely. 

 Pay-TV providers have shown signs of embracing OTT, partly 
because OTT spurs demand for high-speed Internet, which offers 
better margins than TV service. MSOs are developing software that 
encourages the discovery of streaming content, even when from 
OTT providers like Netflix Inc. 

 Pay-TV providers are very likely to introduce streaming-only TV 
packages in 2014, though the exact look and scope of such 
services remain up in the air because of content rights issues. 

 All of the major content owners—including Viacom Inc. (VIA), The 
Walt Disney Co. (DIS) and Comcast Corp.’s (CMCSA) NBCUniversal—
will introduce apps in 2014 to allow streaming of their shows and 
movies to various platforms like tablets and smart TVs, according 
to a source with direct knowledge of the discussions. 

 OTT’s rapid growth means pricing models for Internet service could 
change to a system based on bandwidth use. 

 The number of Internet-only homes will continue to grow but only 
gradually because of the way pay-TV providers aggressively price 
their “triple play” bundles. 

 Game consoles such as Microsoft Corp.’s (MSFT) Xbox have 
emerged as preferred streaming devices, while boxes such as Roku 
and Apple Inc.’s (AAPL) Apple TV could be hurt by smart TV growth. 

 OTT use will continue to grow significantly next year but will remain 
a supplement rather than a replacement to pay-TV packages for 
most consumers, who still want the live programming and sports 
offered only through pay-TV. 

 A survey of 215 TV watchers found little evidence of cord cutting. 
Only one respondent reported canceling a pay-TV plan in the past 
three months. The survey did find some evidence of consumers 
scaling back their pay-TV services. 

 The survey also found Netflix and Google Inc.’s (GOOG) YouTube to 
be the most-used OTT platforms. Amazon.com Inc. (AMZN) is 
gaining traction as a possible Netflix replacement. 

Research Question: 

Can MSOs avoid subscription losses amid rapid changes in TV viewing and Internet 
habits? 

Silo Summaries 
1) Pay-TV Operators 
These two sources said cord cutting is not a significant 
concern in the short term, but both acknowledged the 
long-term challenge of attracting “cord nevers.” One 
source thinks a pay-TV operator soon could introduce a 
streaming-only TV service. The other source said “triple 
play” bundles of phone, TV and Internet service help 
pay-TV providers retain subscribers. The number of 
Internet-only homes is growing slowly. 
 
2) Movie and TV Executives 
Two of these three sources represent content owners 
and said they do not want to encourage cord cutting by 
selling their newest and best content to OTT platforms 
for immediate viewing. A third source acknowledged 
that OTT use is growing but said it remains hindered by 
the lack of a simple user experience. A source 
representing a major Hollywood studio said pay-TV 
operators in the United States are trying to compete 
with Netflix with their own on-demand video platforms. 
 
3) OTT Software and Service Providers 
Four of five sources do not think consumers will cut the 
cord on pay-TV subscriptions in any meaningful way in 
the near term. Four believe MSOs have a longer-term 
problem in younger viewers who have never had a pay-
TV subscription. Two believe broadband providers 
eventually will move to a tiered pricing model based on 
data usage. One source believes all pay-TV operators 
are thinking about offering a streaming-only TV service, 
while another said the major content owners are 
making plans to allow streaming to mobile devices with 
an authenticated pay-TV subscription. 
 
4) OTT Hardware Developers 
Neither of these two sources has seen a significant 
wave of cord cutting, mainly because pay-TV is the only 
option for certain sports and other live content. 
Although the number of Internet-only homes may grow, 
the movement will not become widespread because 
MSOs will continue to make the bundling of phone, TV 
and broadband an attractive package. 
 
5) Industry Specialists 
Four of five sources do not foresee a major acceleration 
of cord cutting anytime soon. The remaining source 
expects streaming-only TV packages to be introduced in 
2014. Two sources said pay-TV operators will have 
difficulty attracting younger consumers. MSOs are not 
worried about the rise of OTT platforms because profit 
margins are better in Internet service than TV.  
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Background 
The landscape of TV viewing is changing as over-the-top (OTT) services become easier to use and offer a wider variety of 
content, including original shows like Netflix’s upcoming Daredevil series and Amazon’s recently released programs. 
Streaming devices are providing greater access to popular channels, as evidenced by Roku’s recent agreement to offer 
WatchESPN and Disney. With so many OTT services available, consumers are not settling for only one viewing option. As part 
of the Oct. 11 Netflix report, Blueshift Research conducted a survey of 321 U.S. consumers in September, in which Netflix 
subscribers reported using more than three viewing services. 
 
Against the backdrop of growing OTT use, cable operators lost 687,000 subscribers in the third quarter, including Time 
Warner Cable Inc. (TWC), which lost 300,000 subscribers. These customers left partly because of the rising cost of pay-TV 
packages. However, many also shifted their business to telecom and satellite operators. Cord cutting remains a tiny fraction 
of overall subscriptions. 
 
High-speed Internet access allows consumers to seamlessly stream shows and movies, making OTT services more viable for 
TV watching. More consumers are upgrading to high-speed Internet, benefiting providers like AT&T Inc. (T), which saw high-
speed subscriptions grow to 60% of its total Internet subscriptions during the third quarter, compared with 43% a year earlier. 
MSOs could capitalize on the growing demand for high-speed broadband by increasing prices or moving to a usage-based 
pricing model to counteract declining TV subscriptions. 
 
Blueshift’s Dec. 14, 2012, report on the TV market found that MSOs were well positioned to take advantage of the trend 
toward streaming, but that their online efforts did not threaten leading platforms like Netflix and Hulu. 
 
 
Current Research 
In this study, Blueshift explored whether pay-TV operators can quash cord cutting and assessed their response to consumers’ 
changing TV and Internet habits. We employed our pattern mining approach to establish seven independent silos, comprising 
17 primary sources (including 10 repeat sources), a survey of TV watchers, and six relevant secondary sources focused on the 
rise of OTT use and the pace of cord cutting: 

1) Pay-TV operators (2) 
2) Movie and TV executives (3) 
3) OTT software and service providers (5) 
4) OTT hardware developers (2) 

 
Cord Cutting to 
Accelerate in 

2014 

Pay-TV Can 
Attract Young 

Consumers 

OTT Use 
Growing 

Pay-TV Operators 
   

Movie and TV Executives  N/A 
 

OTT Software and Service Providers 
   

OTT Hardware Developers 
 

N/A 
 

Industry Specialists 
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5) Industry specialists (5) 
6) Consumer survey of 215 TV watchers 
7) Secondary sources (6) 

 
 

Next Steps 
For the next look into the TV industry’s changing dynamics, Blueshift Research will explore the anticipated introduction of 
streaming-only TV packages and the related costs and channel lineups. We also will assess how such services will affect the 
competitive landscape as operators enter markets outside their physical footprints. Finally, we will examine the pace of smart 
TV growth and its effect on OTT adoption and on popular streaming devices such as Roku and Apple TV. 
 
 

Silos 
 
1) Pay-TV Operators 
These two sources said cord cutting is not a significant concern in the short term, but both acknowledged the long-term 
challenge of attracting “cord nevers”—younger consumers who have never had a pay-TV subscription. Both said OTT use is 
growing. One source thinks a pay-TV operator like Comcast soon could introduce a streaming-only TV service, but said content 
owners could dictate that such packages be similar in cost and scope to a traditional pay-TV subscription. The other source 
said “triple play” bundles of phone, TV and Internet service help pay-TV providers retain subscribers. The number of Internet-
only homes is growing slowly, and subscribers are moving toward more expensive, higher-speed Internet plans, according to 
one source. 
 
 
KEY SILO FINDINGS 
Pay-TV Viewing Habits 

- 2 of 2 said cord cutting is not a significant concern right now. 
- 2 said attracting younger viewers is a challenge for the pay-TV model. 

OTT Viewing Habits 
- 1 said customer use of TV Everywhere streaming is minimal. 
- 1 said OTT use is growing incrementally but remains a supplement to pay TV. 

Internet Usage 
- 1 reported gradual growth in Internet-only homes and movement toward higher-speed plans. 
- 1 predicted Internet providers eventually will charge based on usage. 

Pay-TV Response 
- 1 said pay-TV operators soon could introduce streaming-only TV services. 
- 1 believes the bundling of TV, phone and Internet services is a winning strategy for MSOs. 

 
 

1. President of a Midwest cable, Internet and phone provider; repeat source 

Cable subscriptions are declining very slightly, but cord cutting is less of a concern right now than losing customers to 
competitors. This source is seeing slow but steady growth in Internet-only homes, and said customers also are moving to 
more expensive, higher-speed Internet tiers. Telephone and Internet services already are as profitable as the TV 
business, for which soaring programming costs could double within six years. Potential shakeups to the current TV model 
include more options in channel packages and even a streaming-only cable service from a provider like Comcast. 

Pay-TV Viewing Habits 
 “We’re definitely seeing a slow decline [in cable TV subscriptions], but at this point, for me as an operator, it isn’t as 

significant as the competition from AT&T or DirecTV [DTV].” 
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 “[Some analysts] will tell you [pay-TV providers] are fully penetrated in the U.S.; 85% to 88% of homes have some 
type of multichannel provider. If it’s changing over the last couple of years, it’s a downward tick of less than two-
tenths of a percent per year. It’s a loss of 100,000 or 150,000 customers in a year [industrywide].” 

 “That’s a decline, and it’s starting to become a regular, quarterly decline. But my [bigger] worry is that in an 
environment where we’re actually seeing an increase in the number of households, we’re not getting 85% of [new 
homes] if we’re seeing an overall decline.” 

 “My content costs for basic cable will at least double by 2020. That’s not a guess. I’m looking at recently completed 
content deals that average 12% or 15% annual increases over the life of the contract. Right now my costs for content 
are $40 for basic cable. It’s going to be $80 [in five or six years], and that’s without set-top boxes, without my 
margin. [The consumer cost] is going to be $100 going in.” 

 “The problem of the almost inherent unaffordability [of pay-TV subscriptions] can’t be overcome without a shakeup of 
the whole model. The content owners are just drunk on their excessive leverage. They see the end of this as well, but 
they are going to extract every single penny from the American consumer while they can.” 

 “Many of them see the U.S. consumer as an annuity. If we were to drop a network for a year and then add it back a 
year later, I’d pay double for that first year back. They would basically say, ‘You missed 12 payments. You have to 
make them up.’ I’m not being facetious. I’ve had that said directly to me. Their business model includes $X per 
customer per month from me.” 

OTT Viewing Habits 
 “[The growth of OTT viewing] is on some sort of an exponential curve, not a 

straight line.” 
 “What people really want over-the-top are live sports, breaking news and all 

the things you can’t get elsewhere. That’s what people are watching on TV 
Everywhere and would like to have and would lead to successful over-the-
top.” 

 “The content owners have all said to these nascent over-the-top distributors, 
‘Sure, you can have our product to deliver that way, but you have to take my 
whole bundle and you have to put my bundle with any other bundle,’ which 
means there would be no savings [for a streaming-only package]. You’d 
have to pay for the whole 80 channels of the big seven or eight program 
guys.” 

 “The content owners would say the over-the-top distributors have to pay 
more than everybody else because they’re just the next distributor. 
According to them, cable gets the lowest price because cable existed first. 
Satellite came along and didn’t really add a lot of incremental new 
customers—they just took them away from cable—so they pay slightly higher 
prices. Then along came the telephone guys as the third provider, and they have to pay even more because they’re 
not bringing in anybody new.” 

 “That’s why the content owners aren’t that interested in dealing with the over-the-top guys, because they’re not going 
to bring them any new customers. If they allow [OTT distributors] to break up their bundle, that’s just going to give 
the cable and satellite and telco guys the opening to say they want the same deal.” 

 “The real problem that over-the-top has as a broad replacement for linear television is that there’s not enough 
bandwidth. Netflix said, maybe in 2012, that they streamed a billion hours, but it’s like 40 billion hours a month for 
television watching. So [OTT] is still a tiny fraction.” 

 “We provide TV Everywhere for almost 200 companies now. I don’t look at the [usage] numbers because they are 
really pretty small. The content that people are viewing on TV Everywhere are live sports and breaking news. On the 
premium side, [Time Warner Inc.'s/TWX] HBO and [CBS’] Showtime do pretty well with their new series, but people 
are not getting on their cell phone to watch a half-hour episode of a sitcom.” 

 “[TV Everywhere is not helping to keep subscribers] because everybody has it. You need it as a competitive equalizer, 
but I don’t think anybody has much of a competitive edge because of it.” 

Internet Usage 
 “For our industry, everybody agrees that our future is the Internet business.” 
 “I won’t say it’s a dramatic increase [in Internet-only homes], but it’s been a slow, steady climb for years. CMOs 

[cable-modem-only customers] are growing, and I don’t think it’s going to slow down.” 

The problem of the almost 
inherent unaffordability [of pay-
TV subscriptions] can’t be 
overcome without a shakeup of 
the whole model. The content 
owners are just drunk on their 
excessive leverage. They see 
the end of this as well, but they 
are going to extract every single 
penny from the American 
consumer while they can. 

President, Cable, Internet & Phone 
Provider, Midwest 
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 “CMOs are more than 10% of our total customer base. [The growth rate] is probably getting a little faster. Many of 
them are businesses—the corner accountant that doesn’t want TV in his office. What we don’t know about them is 
whether they are a satellite customer for TV [or have no TV service at all]. It obviously is growing. It’s just hard to 
know exactly why.” 

 “For me, TV is still a good business. The margins are not as good as Internet and phone, but if all the TV customers 
suddenly went away, I’d have to make some pretty big changes.” 

 “We’ve reached a point where our profits from Internet and phone equal that of TV, if not exceed it.” 
 “If our entire TV service magically disappeared, I could probably cut my call center and technical staff in the field 

significantly. People don’t call us because they’re having problems with their Internet or phone; they call because 
they have problems with their remote or their DVR or their cat chewed on a wire.” 

 “I don’t know that I would call [movement toward higher-speed Internet packages] significant, but we are making 
progress. About half of our customers pay for the [lowest-speed] $25 Internet package. About 40% have the medium 
service. And then there’s another 6% to 7% that go with our highest priced service at $60 a month.” 

 “Two or three years ago, we only had two levels of service. But the split was probably 80-20 [toward the lower speed 
package], so we’ve moved the needle toward that higher service. It’s not so much that we’re great marketers as so 
much more bandwidth is being consumed. It goes up about 40% a year. It’s people watching Netflix, YouTube, 
Amazon, Hulu, and they have multiple wireless devices in the house that they want to stream stuff to.” 

 “If a big shift took place and people started watching more and more online, dropping their TV subscriptions, people 
would have to buy higher speed packages or face surcharges for using extreme amounts of bandwidth.” 

Pay-TV Response 
 “Even the content [owners] are starting to say we could see a virtual over-

the-top [pay-TV provider] in the next year, which could significantly change 
things. The content guys are saying they need to participate in creating new 
choices for consumers. That’s such a huge change.” 

 “I’ve been an advocate for a long time of not a la carte but of ‘a la bundle.’ 
Let consumers choose the bundles that are created by the content owners, 
but don’t let the content owners force distributors to market competing 
bundles together.” 

 “In an a-la-bundle world, you have an itemized statement that shows if you 
have the Turner bundle, it’s $6; the Viacom bundle is $8. You buy the 
bundles you want and see how much you’re paying for each. We’d be 
collecting money [for TV] and passing it to the content guys just like we do 
now, but we wouldn’t let them bundle their stuff together.” 

 “If you want CNN, you have to take Fox News. Why should you have to take 
a competing news service in order to get the one you want? It’s like The 
Washington Post saying, ‘If you want to distribute The Washington Post, 
you’re going to have to sell The New York Times,’ and then The New York 
Times makes the exact same requirement. It would never happen.” 

 “We could see a streaming-only cable package at some point. Someone like Comcast could do it nationwide. They 
would say, ‘You can buy this package over-the-top. It’s $27, and here are the channels you get.’ You would just need 
DSL or a cable modem [for Internet access].” 

 “There is an opportunity [to keep subscribers] with set-top boxes. The new gateway set-top boxes that we’re using 
from Arris [Group Inc./ARRS] include a cable modem and can run HTML 5 applications, just like a smart TV can. So a 
set-top box could give you the option to watch Netflix, just like on your phone or tablet. For that small segment that’s 
really into streaming a lot of movies, that’s the way to keep them. They can keep their six-tuner, multiroom HD DVR, 
and they can record all their sports and TV shows. They want that, but when they can’t find something to watch, they 
have their Netflix subscription right there.” 

 “I’ve often thought that the subscription to linear TV becomes more valuable when you get into a certain 
demographic. It’s one thing to be 27 and sitting at home and just watch that 30-minute show or that 7-minute clip 
and then pick another one. But when you’ve got a couple of kids and a job, you just want to turn the television on 
and leave it on. You can’t do that with over-the-top. But perhaps there are a fair number of people who say they are 
not sure they are ever going to need [a pay-TV subscription].” 

 
 

Even the content [owners] are 
starting to say we could see a 
virtual over-the-top [pay-TV 
provider] in the next year, 
which could significantly 
change things. The content 
guys are saying they need to 
participate in creating new 
choices for consumers. That’s 
such a huge change. 

President, Cable, Internet & Phone 
Provider, Midwest 
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2. Executive director of a cable telecom association; repeat source 

Cord cutting is not a major concern for cable companies because subscribers want high-quality content and will pay for it 
in the absence of viable alternatives. On-demand viewing is on the rise among the cable companies represented by this 
source. Netflix and other OTT services are a supplement, not an alternative, for most cable subscribers. To hold and gain 
subscribers, cable operators will increasingly offer apps for streaming content on a variety of mobile devices. ISPs likely 
will move to a consumption-based pricing model for high-speed Internet with tiered service levels. 

Pay-TV Viewing Habits 
 “Viewing habits are changing in a number of ways. We’re seeing more on-demand viewing than ever before.” 
 “There’s no question that the customer is looking at options, be it satellite versus cable or telecom companies. 

There’s that part. Then there is the question of OTT, be it Netflix or some other service. There are options to choose a 
less expensive package. Almost everyone is offering some level of tiered services.” 

 “A lot of people are going to experiment to see how much they can get either for free or a smaller amount.” 
 “The 18- to 30-year-old segment, that’s the challenging market because they’re very tech savvy. They look at 

opportunities a bit differently. The question is, how much do they view video on a traditional TV compared to another 
device? They typically consume video on devices other than traditional TV.” 

 “Netflix, Hulu, Apple TV—those come to mind as supplements to traditional cable, broadcast or satellite. And there’s 
Sony [Corp.]’s [TYO:6758/SNE] ultra high-def services to a lesser extent.” 

OTT Viewing Habits 
 “I don’t know the percentage of only OTT viewing, but it’s growing 

incrementally.” 
 “What’s going to happen is cable companies are going [to allow consumers 

to] access their cable services if there is a Wi-Fi system in place. Let’s take 
HBO: You could watch HBO wherever there’s a viable Wi-Fi system, and then 
you can watch it live on your smartphone or tablet.” 

 “TV itself is not going away. It’s too much of an experience to watch on a 
nice, large HDTV. The question is, how do you get your content? You’re not 
going to get free content. Over the air maybe, but the high-quality content 
will be what people are willing to pay for.” 

 “People stream their content in many different ways. Roku is popular for at-
home viewing. Also, Apple TV.” 

 “OTT is growing. I don’t think there’s any doubt. But it’s not replacing cable or satellite. If anything, it’s a supplement 
to those services.” 

Internet Usage 
 “Bandwidth is a key issue to OTT growth, and that’s where pricing comes in. We may see the day when billing is 

based on usage.” 
 “All of our members are providing high-speed Internet. There is this fallacy about how many gigabytes you need, that 

you need X amount, but most people consume a much smaller amount. Cable companies continue to invest in their 
network and speeds. People are downloading more files, which consume a lot of bandwidth, and people want quick 
downloads.” 

 “Netflix consumes about 30% of a traditional cable network’s bandwidth.” 
 “The issue on Internet pricing is going to come down to whether you charge on a usage basis. Those who use more of 

the network might pay more than someone else. Some companies are already doing that for the high-end users. I 
think they’ll eventually have to. It will probably be tiered service levels where you pay a certain amount for a certain 
amount of gigabyte consumption or however they will measure it.” 

 “The triple play—TV, Internet and voice—those deals will continue. The discounts are definitely keeping subscribers 
and luring new ones. I think the issue is, quite clearly, if you are interested in content available on cable, the 
bundling with voice and broadband is the best option.” 

 “There have been discussions with cable companies and Netflix because the Netflix model is changing. They’re 
starting to create content, and it’s real expensive to create. The issue becomes for them, if they are going to continue 
to provide content, if their cost model doesn’t work, they’ll have to charge more or find alternatives.” 

 “If Netflix is going to go down this road [of creating original content], they’re going to have to find some means of 
reaching the audience. Getting an app on the set-top box is the obvious solution.” 

The 18- to 30-year-old 
segment, that’s the challenging 
market because they’re very 
tech savvy. They look at 
opportunities a bit differently. 

Executive Director 
Cable Telecom Association 
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Pay-TV Response 
 “For cable, because of the retransmission disputes, [the presence of Aereo] is really not a bad situation. For 

broadcasters, I think it’s a problem if Aereo prevails.” 
 “If we have to take CBS [Corp./CBS] off the cable system because we don’t have an agreement to carry them, then 

the household has another option with a service like Aereo.” 
 “If one of the channels goes off the air [because of a retransmission dispute], some people basically go somewhere 

else. Do they go to [satellite] because they want the networks? Now you’re in a situation where they don’t have to go 
to [satellite]. They can still be a cable customer and go to a low-cost option like Aereo.” 

 “Broadcasters are afraid of other companies sprouting up like Aereo. It’s not Aereo, it’s the threat that [a service like] 
Aereo represents.” 

 
 
 
2) Movie and TV Executives 
Two of these three sources represent content owners and said they do not want to encourage cord cutting by selling their 
newest and best content to OTT platforms for immediate viewing, because of the importance of their relationships with pay-TV 
providers. A third source is connected to broadcast TV stations and has seen no signs that pay-TV is losing a significant 
number of subscribers. He acknowledged that OTT use is growing but said it remains hindered by the lack of a simple and 
consistent user experience. A source representing a major Hollywood studio said pay-TV operators in the United States are 
trying to compete with Netflix with their own on-demand video platforms, as opposed to partnering with Netflix as some 
international operators have done. 
 
 
KEY SILO FINDINGS 
Pay-TV Viewing Habits 

- 2 of 3 said cord cutting is a big concern to content owners. 
- 1 has seen no evidence of significant cord cutting. 

OTT Viewing Habits 
- 1 sees OTT use growing but hindered by a complex and inconsistent user experience. 

Internet Usage 
- 1 thinks current regulations do not adequately address issues around broadband metering and monitoring. 

Pay-TV Response 
- 1 said U.S. pay-TV operators are trying to replicate Netflix on their platforms rather than partner with the company. 
- 1 said MSOs might drop premium cable channels that sell their best content to OTT platforms for immediate viewing. 

 
 

1. Senior marketing executive for a major premium cable TV channel  

Premium cable channels like HBO, Showtime and Starz (STRZA) are moving quickly to fight cord cutting, despite being in 
partnership with all OTT players. Because the channels do not earn money from advertising, they are dependent on pay-
TV operators for the lion’s share of their revenue. As a result, the most sought-after cable channels will not consider 
selling their best and newest content to OTT providers for first-window viewing, leaving pure OTT platforms like Netflix at a 
disadvantage. 

Pay-TV Viewing Habits 
 “Pay-per-view and VOD are definitely increasing.” 
OTT Viewing Habits 
 “We have deals with almost all of the OTT players. Because we also have [a DVD division], we had ‘window’ fights 

that we had to have internally. As a result, none of the content that goes to the OTT channels is first-window. We 
have content on iTunes, on Hulu, everywhere, but it’s in step with our DVD release windows, not live streaming. I 
believe this is the case with all premium cable channels.” 
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 “The only ‘day and date’ streaming [i.e., first-run] content you can get with the premium channels as far as OTT 
viewing goes is through the operators’ proprietary apps. This goes for HBO, Showtime, Starz. As far as everyone’s 
concerned, that’s the same as watching it on Time Warner.” 

 “If they’re watching our content on Amazon, they’re watching it months later. We measure those numbers, but they 
don’t count for ratings.” 

Internet Usage 
 N/A 
Pay-TV Response 
 “What the pay-TV operators are doing is things like supporting iPad 

applications. HBO is a great example, where you log in to your cable or 
satellite provider in order to access your HBO content.” 

 “We have an iPad application as well, and we will probably follow the HBO 
model—getting HBO by logging into your Time Warner or DISH [DISH] 
account.” 

 “There’s always talk of ‘how can we get Starz or HBO without having to have 
Verizon [Communications Inc./VZ] or whomever?’ The reality is, we cannot 
[anger] Time Warner and all the other [operators] because they’re like an 
annuity.” 

 “[All the premium cable channels] are holding firm on not going down this 
road because we’re not ad-supported. The minute we start behaving like 
AMC [Networks Inc./AMCX selling first-window Breaking Bad to Netflix, for 
example], we completely lose because we don’t get the premium payments 
from the cable operators. We go out of business.” 

 “Time Warner and the other pay-TV operators [are] our bread and butter. 
Time Warner and the other operators give us enormous sums of money. We 
don’t get ad revenue like an NBC, which can go on Hulu, so the pay-TV operators are our only bread and butter.” 

 “We cannot afford to encourage cord cutting, because if we did and we encouraged subscribers to get our content 
without Time Warner and made it possible for consumers to do this, the Time Warners of the world would likely drop 
us. We’re not powerful enough to demand that they keep us, and our content’s not good enough yet.” 

 “We did an experiment where we released the first three episodes simultaneously of one of our shows. It’s a pretty 
common practice now to release the first episode of a series on your own website, and then you have to offer it to all 
of the other affiliates. The idea is that you watch the first episode for free, without having to subscribe to a pay-TV 
operator that carries us, and then you get hooked.” 

 “Based on what we saw happening with binge viewing, we decided to release the first three episodes in the hopes 
people would be super-hooked and they’d really have to go in [and get our channel from their pay-TV provider]. 
Whether it was the show or the idea, it didn’t seem to work very well. It didn’t seem to matter. If anything, it seemed 
to cannibalize our live viewings.” 

 “Keeping subscribers is all about the content. It’s why Netflix is investing so heavily in their original series. If there’s 
only one place you can watch something, then you’ll subscribe. Homeland changed the scope of Showtime because 
people want to talk about it and they have to watch it right then. Likewise, with HBO and Game of Thrones.” 

 
 

2. Technology executive for a large TV station ownership group; repeat source  

The source was not aware of cord cutting occurring at any significant level. OTT will remain a jumble until the technology 
is fully integrated with new TV sets and becomes a seamless part of the viewing experience. OTT will continue to grow as 
a supplement for consumers who want specific content or niche entertainment that they cannot get from pay-TV. 
Ultimately, the major pay-TV providers may absorb OTT and control the streaming video market. Even if Aereo survives its 
legal challenges, TV broadcasters will create ways to defeat it, such as delivering scrambled signals that require 
authentication to access over-the-air content. 

Pay-TV Viewing Habits 
 “I am not aware of a significant amount of cord cutting.” 

We cannot afford to encourage 
cord cutting, because if we did 
and we encouraged 
subscribers to get our content 
without Time Warner and made 
it possible for consumers to do 
this, the Time Warners of the 
world would likely drop us. 
We’re not powerful enough to 
demand that they keep us, and 
our content’s not good enough 
yet. 

Senior Marketing Executive  
Major Premium Cable TV Channel 
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 “There continues to be a very slow drag toward non–real-time viewing. That is highly dependent on the nature of the 
programming. From our perspective as the largest Fox [News Corp./NWS] affiliate group, total eyeballs captured as a 
function of Fox programming time, for the first time this year, 51% was related to the viewing of Fox sports. What that 
says is those live events continue to drive larger audiences than other program shares.” 

 “You will see more engagement on the truly live events and activities. Long-term viewing is important to advertisers. 
It’s just taken a whole lot of effort to get Nielsen [Holding NV/NLSN] to recognize that non-live material is as critically 
important.” 

 “Young viewers are driven by a multiplicity of things. I’ve got one son who’s 30, and what he watches and how he 
watches are totally driven on a value equation. My other son is reliant on over-the-air television for a large part of his 
viewing. And his secondary viewing is on-demand or what cannot be acquired on an a la carte basis.” 

 “Younger viewers with kids also have different needs. They need content their children will watch. They want a wide 
variety.” 

OTT Viewing Habits 
 “Netflix is right at the top of the list [of OTT providers]. You’ve got Hulu, Vudu 

… Sony’s Crackle. All of these things are sort of hovering around out there, 
but Netflix is probably closest to universal. It’s the easiest to get to, and they 
have the largest library.” 

 “Comcast is trying to emulate that experience, but they’re not doing it real 
well. That’s an acknowledgement that people are looking for more than 
what’s on the Comcast 500 channel universe.” 

 “Roku and mobile devices are the most popular [for streaming shows and 
movies].” 

 “Until OTT becomes a fully integrated part of the standard television viewing 
experience, it will be a bit of a mess. Different boxes, different remote 
controls—the consumer wants a unified and simple experience.” 

 “OTT is growing because, quite honestly, the cable folks will argue that you’ll 
never be able to unbundle content from the tiered environment they offer 
simply because of economics. ESPN, to use one example, is part of the Disney ABC bundle. What if you never watch 
sports? The industry response has always been, well, too bad. Part of your cable bill pays for that. I see OTT as the 
pressure relief for the continuous public call for a la carte, and it will continue growing among those consumers.” 

Internet Usage 
 “Netflix is already talking about doing ultra high-def, so yes, I think bandwidth pricing is going to be an issue. Part of 

the problem here is, how does that get metered and monitored? It’s a pretty lightly regulated industry compared to 
highly regulated broadcast television.” 

 “Current regulatory law is written on a very old notion of the media universe. We’re going to meet a fairly big storm in 
a fairly quick amount of time. How will broadband be apportioned and metered and monitored?” 

Pay-TV Response 
 “You’ll see heavy promotion of triple play bundles and special deals. The strategy will stress convenience, a single bill 

for all telecom services. Also, tie-ins to specific shows and channels, so the promotion shows that if you sign up, 
you’ll get these popular shows or channels like HBO.” 

 “A lot of pay-TV providers will evolve to be more like Internet providers and OTT will become part of that. I think pay 
TV will absorb OTT and may come to dominate video streaming if they do it right.” 

 “The response to Aereo is actually underway, and it will propel broadcasters even quicker on the adoption of the next 
generation of broadcast standards that will render Aereo useless. There will be authentication and scrambling of 
signals. Aereo is just another very effective tool that’s driving broadcasters to play a different way in today’s 
environment.” 

 “Aereo’s bandwidth could not support demand even if everyone wanted to go that route.” 
 
 

3. Distribution executive for a top Hollywood studio; repeat source  

Cord cutting is a concern, but sales of movies and TV shows to MSOs remain robust, with prices rising as pay-TV 
operators compete for hot studio content with Netflix and Amazon. Some pay-TV operators are responding to OTT 

Until OTT becomes a fully 
integrated part of the standard 
television viewing experience, it 
will be a bit of a mess. Different 
boxes, different remote 
controls—the consumer wants a 
unified and simple experience. 

Technology Executive  
Large TV Station Ownership Group 
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competition by replicating services like Netflix on their own platforms with robust on-demand offerings. Others are 
partnering with OTT players. Pay-TV operators worldwide are all seeking studio content deals that include streaming 
rights. In step with the NFL, Hollywood studio heads have said they will simply take their premium network content to 
cable if Aereo proliferates. 

Pay-TV Viewing Habits 
 “There’s some cord cutting but our pay-TV business is still very strong.” 
 “We’re always super concerned that people are going to cut the cord. I think if we started to see this happen in a big 

way, we would rethink our SVOD [subscription video-on-demand ] strategy completely.” 
OTT Viewing Habits 
 “There’s a lot of debate internally at the studios about subscription video-on-demand and whether it’s going to 

cannibalize pay-TV viewing. Some broadcasters don’t seem threatened by 
third-party on-demand, and some do. But everybody’s clear that people love 
on-demand, so every broadcaster is asking for on-demand rights. You can’t 
do a deal nowadays without doing on-demand rights.” 

 “Content prices are rising because all the traditional platforms—cable, 
satellite and IPTV—want the rights to the hot studio content, and they have 
to compete now in the market against Amazon and Netflix. [The operators] 
are seeing their costs rise because they want the rights that Netflix has. 
They want the stacking [of all episodes in a season] and everything else that 
the OTT services are getting.” 

 “The Breaking Bad example is one that we’re all discussing. Sony did not 
have a home for Breaking Bad in the UK. It didn’t have a linear broadcaster 
in the UK. They did something pretty innovative, which was a deal with 
Netflix for the first broadcast in the UK, so you could get Breaking Bad on 
Netflix hours after it was made available in the U.S.” 

 “Everybody was wondering how that was going to impact DVD sales and so 
forth, but DVD sales went through the roof, as did EST [electronic sell-
through purchases on iTunes, Amazon and other OTT platforms]. We’re 
always worried that subscription video-on-demand is going to cannibalize 
[our other business divisions], but that didn’t play out with Breaking Bad.” 

Internet Usage 
 N/A 
Pay-TV Response 
 “[Pay-TV operators] are going one of two ways: Either they’re trying to have all of their own on-demand services and 

make those as robust as possible, doing it themselves, or they’re going out and getting Amazon or Netflix to be 
included on their service and not really bothering to do it themselves. Trying to figure out which is better is the 
hundred-million-dollar question. I think U.S. operators are leaning toward the former model.” 

 “BSkyB [British Sky Broadcasting Group PLC/LON:BSY/BSYBY] in the UK is offering pretty robust SVOD, which is 
available to all of their basic subscribers. You don’t have to pay an extra fee, but you get access to all episodes of [a 
top-rated comedy series] at once. It’s a later window, after the DVD and so forth, but you can get all episodes just like 
the Netflix model.” 

 “They’re trying to replicate Netflix on their own platform. In the U.S., Time Warner has its own catch-up services.” 
 “BSkyB competes with [Liberty Global PLC’s/LBTYA] Virgin [Media Inc.], which is a cable platform. Virgin has gone the 

opposite way. What they’ve done instead is they’ve struck a deal with Netflix. So if you’re a Virgin subscriber, you can 
access Netflix on your television through the set-top box and have an app—the Virgin TV Guide—and you can 
subscribe to Netflix through that.” 

 “Most cable providers worldwide have not yet offered this boxed-set stacked viewing, but I think that’s the way 
they’re going. BSkyB is doing it. If you’re going to look at the future, you should always look at BSkyB. They’re very 
impressive, they’re very cutting-edge, and they’re always thinking ahead. They have 10.5 million subscribers.” 

 “It’s a very hot issue at the moment as to whether [the studios] are going to allow stacking by the pay-TV operators. I 
guess we will, in the same way that Netflix gets it, as long as we get market rates.” 

We’re always super concerned 
that people are going to cut the 
cord. I think if we started to see 
this happen in a big way, we 
would rethink our SVOD 
[subscription video-on-demand 
] strategy completely. … It’s a 
very hot issue at the moment 
as to whether [the studios] are 
going to allow stacking by the 
pay-TV operators. I guess we 
will, in the same way that 
Netflix gets it, as long as we get 
market rates. 

Distribution Executive  
Top Hollywood Studio 
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 “BSkyB has also offered their Sky movie service, which is like HBO—over-the-top, no set-top box required, no annual 
subscription. They’re basically offering an OTT or standalone service like Netflix. We had to debate long and hard 
over whether we were going to grant them the right to do that, but it’s a trend.” 

 “Other platforms are also asking the right to do that, which seems very counterintuitive because that competes 
directly with their set-top box platform. But what they say is that people who like that kind of monthly contract, with 
no set-top box, that’s a different market than the people who go for the full £80 [$130] a month subscription.” 

 “BSkyB’s view is that this service is catering to people who will never, ever go for the traditional pay-TV service. So 
we’re looking at this as a major, major trend. All operators are considering buying these kinds of rights.” 

 “Sports play a big role in [new OTT models being tested by operators]. BSkyB offers a one-day sports pass with its 
Now TV offer. It’s a very interesting move given that they’re trying to keep their subscribers. It was quite surprising 
that they did that. They seem OK with it. Maybe they’re just experimenting.” 

 
 
 
3) OTT Software and Service Providers 
Four of five sources do not think consumers will cut the cord on pay-TV subscriptions in any meaningful way in the near term, 
though two expect some cord shaving to less expensive plans. Four believe MSOs have a longer-term problem in younger 
viewers who have never had a pay-TV subscription and are unlikely to subscribe even as they get older. Three sources said 
OTT use will continue to grow, though two suggested a gradual pace. Two sources said game consoles are becoming the 
preferred choice for streaming shows and movies. Two also believe broadband providers eventually will move to a tiered 
pricing model based on data usage and not just speed; one used Comcast’s test of data caps in Atlanta as an example. One 
source believes all pay-TV operators are thinking about offering a streaming-only TV service, while another said the major 
content owners are making plans to allow streaming to mobile devices with an authenticated pay-TV subscription. 
 
 
KEY SILO FINDINGS 
Pay-TV Viewing Habits 

- 4 of 5 said consumers will not cancel pay-TV subscriptions in significant numbers in the near term. 
- 2 expect some cord shaving. 
- 1 said cable operators are losing subscribers to telecoms. 

OTT Viewing Habits 
- 4 said the growth of OTT options means “cord nevers” are unlikely to ever subscribe to pay TV. 
- 2 think replacing pay-TV with only OTT services remains inconvenient and technically challenging. 
- 2 said game consoles such as the Xbox are the most popular OTT delivery devices. 

Internet Usage 
- 2 believe tiered Internet pricing based on bandwidth usage is likely. 
- 1 said Comcast is experimenting with broadband data caps in some markets such as Atlanta. 

Pay-TV Response 
- 1 thinks pay-TV operators are all considering a streaming-only TV service. 
- 1 reports surging demand from MSOs for “mapping” data to help viewers find content, even on Netflix and other OTT 

platforms. 
- 1 said all major content owners are working on apps to allow streaming to mobile devices but only with a pay-TV 

subscription. 
 
 

1. VP for a provider of tools and services that enable smart TV and IPTV applications  

Cord cutting is not likely to accelerate significantly during the next two years, though cable subscriptions may continue to 
decline slightly. However, the population of consumers who have never had cable will grow, which is a serious long-term 
problem for MSOs. Cable and satellite operators need to improve their TV Everywhere offerings and make their set-top 
boxes easier to use. All of the major TV content owners, such as Viacom and Discovery Communications Inc. (DISCA), are 
making plans to stream their shows to mobile devices, game consoles and connected TVs, but an authenticated cable 
subscription will be required to watch. 
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Pay-TV Viewing Habits 
 “In the next 24 months, I don’t think cord cutting is going to be that significant. Subscriptions may decline slightly as 

they have recently, but I don’t expect any major change there in the next two years. From the consumer point of view, 
there are certain things they want to watch that only cable can provide; football, basketball, baseball and other major 
marquee events are only on pay-TV.” 

 “The population of people who never had cable in the first place, the ‘cord nevers,’ is going to grow. College-age 
[consumers] and younger who never had cable—by the time they’ve grown out of downloading [pirated content], they 
don’t think they ever need cable in the first place. If they want to watch sports, they’ll go to a bar and watch it, and 
there’s enough on-demand sources for the other content.” 

 “The people who never had cable will grow, but once you have [a cable subscription], it’s pretty entrenched. Unless it 
goes to $200 a month, I think people will put up with it.” 

 “That’s optimistic [to think cord nevers will subscribe when they’re older]. If you haven’t had it for 10 years at that 
point, I don’t see why you would suddenly decide to get it. Unless it’s a habit early on, I don’t think they would 
[subscribe later in life].” 

 “That’s absolutely a risk to the business in 10 years. There will be huge 
numbers of people who are 20 today that don’t have cable and still don’t 
have it in 10 years’ time, and everyone who comes after them doesn’t get it 
either. And then what?” 

 “If the MSOs ever offered some unbundling [of channels], people would 
jump at that—not necessarily [complete] a la carte but a wide range of 
unbundling options. Everything would disintegrate because people would try 
to choose only the eight to 10 channels they watch regularly and forget 
about the others.” 

OTT Viewing Habits 
 “I don’t think [OTT-only consumption] is going to be growing that quickly. At 

the end of the day, you’re going to be forced back into something related to 
an MSO if you want live sports or broadcast TV. Obviously it’s growing, but 
it’s coming off a very low base. There’s a lot of force against a pure over-the-
top viewing lifestyle.” 

 “OTT is definitely a great supplement [to a cable subscription]. It’s a much 
nicer interface most of the time than your cable set-top box. I think people prefer to watch TV via their Xbox or iPad or 
Roku because it’s just easier and more pleasant to play back video through those devices.” 

 “The growth [in OTT viewing] is definitely coming from game consoles and boxes [like Roku], and there are also a lot 
more smart TVs.” 

 “Just in the last month or so, we’ve seen most of the premium cable networks, who are laggards when it comes to TV 
Everywhere, have issued RFPs. You’re going to see all the big ones in 2014—Viacom and Discovery and 
NBCUniversal—will all have some kind of direct-to-consumer TV Everywhere application on a number of platforms.” 

 “Typically in the U.S., they start with iOS and Android as a given and then go to Xbox and [Sony’s] PlayStation and 
Roku and maybe go to Samsung [Electronics Co. Ltd./KRX:005930], LG [Corp./KRX:003550] and Sony for TVs. 
That’s what we see coming down the pipeline: Every major content owner in the U.S. has those plans to be on those 
devices with an authenticated TV Everywhere service.” 

Internet Usage 
 N/A 
Pay-TV Response 
 “Every operator we speak to [is interested in TV Everywhere]—not because they want to, but because they feel they 

need to [in order] to try and retain subscribers.” 
 “The problem is that the TV Everywhere solution you see today is not an exact replication of your cable service. There 

are rights blackouts, and you may be able to watch some things out of home but not others. So there are lots of 
strings attached to a typical MSO TV Everywhere service. I think that’s the main thing holding back the adoption.” 

 “Look at HBO; that’s a great service. Ultimately, as a consumer, you want to watch what you want, when you want on 
whatever device you want. HBO Go is great because it has an entire library of HBO shows for the last 15 years.” 

 “[In contrast], look at [Comcast’s] Xfinity offering today. If I want to watch season 6, episode 10 of Sons of Anarchy, 
it’s only there for four weeks or two weeks, or you have some episodes that are only available for three days and 
others that are available forever. That’s very confusing.” 

That’s absolutely a risk to the 
business in 10 years. There will 
be huge numbers of people 
who are 20 today that don’t 
have cable and still don’t have 
it in 10 years’ time, and 
everyone who comes after 
them doesn’t get it either. And 
then what? 

VP, Smart TV & IPTV Applications 
Service Provider 
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 “MSOs could make the existing set-top box experience a more pleasant one. Whether it’s Time Warner, Comcast or 
any of them, it’s really a terrible, 1990s-style user experience. Xfinity X1 and X2 [set-top boxes] are taking steps in 
the right direction, but there are so few of those boxes [in customer homes].” 

 “There’s just so much inertia in the whole content value chain and so much vertical integration—especially with 
Comcast and NBCUniversal. And then you have Fox and the retransmission fee revenue stream. There’s a lot of very 
good reasons to fight very hard to keep things the way they are.” 

 “It would take a real game-changer [involving content rights to shake up the current model]. … It would take a 
sporting league to change it, like the NFL, NBA or MLB to suddenly only be available via Netflix or another service 
online.” 

 “[Aereo is an attractive service] if you only want broadcast TV, but you still have to supplement it with Netflix or 
something. We’ve certainly talked to Aereo about putting their service on more devices. Their subscriber numbers 
are only in the tens of thousands or hundreds of thousands, so I don’t know that they’re having a huge impact. I’m 
dubious about their long-term survival anyway. They seem to be surviving the early legal rounds, but I can see the 
broadcasters’ point of view.” 

 
 

2. Executive at a provider of film and TV data to Hollywood studios and pay-TV operators  

This source noted a spike in MSOs wanting more streaming-related data to help consumers find shows and movies, even 
if that data leads subscribers away from the pay-TV platform and onto iTunes, Netflix and other OTT content providers. 
Among pay-TV providers, AT&T, Comcast and DISH are the most innovative in improving the user experience with next-
generation set-top boxes. 

Pay-TV Viewing Habits 
 “The pay-TV and OTT operators all keep their subscriber and streaming 

numbers extremely close to the vest. I’ve read the articles telling us 
subscriber numbers are slowly dwindling. I can’t tell [from the data we get 
from clients] how fast cord cutting is happening, but I certainly have plenty 
of friends who are cord cutters, and I’ve considered it myself.” 

 “There are plenty of people out there who are happy enough not having a 
Time Warner account, but instead will watch the shows a year late. If it’s 
something they absolutely need to see, then they have options, whether it’s 
through iTunes, Google or one of the others where they can pay $3 per 
episode. At the end of the year, they’ve paid a significantly smaller amount 
versus $150 a month for their cable plan.” 

OTT Viewing Habits 
 “We are seeing a lot more [clients] ask for streaming information. Even the 

individual MSOs have asked for it.” 
 “If there’s [content] that for some reason or other you can’t view on their 

platform, then they want to show their own customers where else they can 
watch it. Even if [those customers are] leaving the [pay-TV] platform, they 
can still get all that information in one place.” 

 “For [one of our pay-TV clients] right now, we’re only supplying them with images [of ‘streamable’ movies], but we are 
interacting with some [MSOs] who are asking for streaming data. And those are some of the big sets of data that are 
popular and interesting right now.” 

 “Primarily, the pay-TV providers are asking us for mapping IDs. For example, if you’re on a cable TV platform and you 
go hunting for a movie and there’s no place to watch it on that platform, a viewer will still be able to use the cable 
platform to search for the movie and see if it’s available on iTunes, Amazon Prime or Google Play—wherever it might 
be. And there’s the different flavors of it. You can buy it for $14.99, or you can rent it for $3.99.” 

 ”Netflix is definitely one of the big ones [that MSO clients and others] want to know with regards to availability. That’s 
what a lot of [our clients] have asked us for. Even though Netflix has well over 60,000 titles in their database, I think 
streaming is only about 15,000 titles [made available at any one time]. They take titles out and put them in all the 
time. If there’s any kind of new deal—like the one that Netflix just did with Disney—then a whole bunch of those titles 
are going to come online.” 

The pay-TV providers are asking 
us for mapping IDs. For 
example, if you’re on a cable TV 
platform and you go hunting for 
a movie and there’s no place to 
watch it on that platform, a 
viewer will still be able to use 
the cable platform to search for 
the movie and see if it’s 
available on iTunes, Amazon 
Prime or Google Play. 

Executive, Film & TV Data Provider 
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 “Hulu is another one. Our clients want to know when a show becomes available on Hulu. No one wants to click on a 
link over to Hulu and see a dead page.” 

 “That kind of information is what [MSOs] are asking for. We’re in the data business, and that’s all data. We’re not 
giving you a way to stream Hulu, but we’re going to get you to the website and you can do whatever you like.” 

 “Our client list is a who’s who of companies that have a major entertainment portal or platform, any kind of MSO. 
One way or another, they are all looking to improve their offering and create more interesting UIs [user interfaces] 
and ways to keep people glued to the screen—whether it’s the second screen or the first screen.” 

 “For us to tell [clients] that a particular piece of content is available on these six, seven, 10—however many 
platforms—and to consistently track that availability, that’s actually pretty complex work. There are several different 
algorithms we have to create just to do the initial mapping, to say that a particular title is available on the various 
services.” 

Internet Usage 
 N/A 
Pay-TV Response 
 “The AT&T U-verse product has seen a lot of success, as has Comcast’s Xfinity product. They’re about to come out 

with their second version of that. In those cases, they’re really pushing the technology envelope. When you compare 
these services to some of the lesser UIs or customer experiences, the result is that people are gravitating to the ones 
that are more fancy and are easier to use and give them what they want.” 

 “Combining not just what you see on your TV but applications on your second-screen device … through that same 
provider … for a lot of people, that’s attractive.” 

 “If you are going to pay $120 [per month for a pay-TV subscription], then you get access to whatever you want 
wherever you want it—a la Slingbox [owned by EchoStar Corp./SATS]. You have the partnership between Slingbox and 
DISH, which would suggest they certainly see the value in allowing people to see whatever they want, wherever they 
want, whenever they want.” 

 “You can see DISH is certainly trying out Twitter [Inc./TWTR] by allowing viewers to interact with it. Let’s say you’re 
watching Top Chef and there are two or three Twitter handles associated with it, then you’ll see a stream of tweets.” 

 
 

3. Owner of a software company focused on OTT apps for TVs and mobile devices; repeat source  

Pay-TV customers appear more likely to scale back their packages rather than to cut the cord entirely. Still, many younger 
viewers who are tech-savvy may never subscribe to a traditional pay-TV service because of the variety of options and their 
own ability to ferret out free content online. Tiered Internet pricing based on bandwidth usage is likely as more 
consumers stream HD content. Some OTT hardware companies like Roku could be hit hard by newer smart TVs with built-
in streaming capabilities. Comcast is among the cable operators developing streaming services into next-generation set-
top boxes. MSOs will offer their own streaming services to remain competitive and hang on to subscribers, and could 
move to an a la carte pricing model. 

Pay-TV Viewing Habits 
 “There’s not so much cable cutting, but [subscribers] are scaling back [on their cable packages].” 
 “What I think you’re going to see is younger generations who are never going to have pay TV. A lot of younger people 

are streaming video, watching on a mobile device. They are going to use maybe a basic cable package and 
supplementing it with Hulu or Netflix, something like that.” 

 “There’s always rumors of all these folks cutting the cord, but I’ve never known anybody to do that. Some people 
getting out of college may not have cable. It may be slightly a financial issue, but a lot of people feel they can get 
what they need by other means—and it may not be legal.” 

 “Younger people are tech-savvy and know how to find what they’re looking for. And if they can get it for free … then 
they’re going to get their content for free.” 

 “Younger viewers are not signing up for pay-TV like they did 10, 20 years ago. There are way too many other options.” 
OTT Viewing Habits 
 “Netflix and Apple TV are the big OTT players, and a lot of people use them to supplement what they pay for.” 
 “There’s a couple different services that are really interesting like Aereo. You can get a base TV package for 

something like $10 a month. Moving up the chain from there is M-Go, which has an interesting model. They’re 
basically a digital content library. Flixster is doing a lot of Warner Bros. stuff. Crackle is very similar with Sony content. 
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These are all more on the movie side of things than the TV side. That’s where you get this real content 
fragmentation, and a lot of it is studio-based. These are silo services. Some are free with ad support, others are a 
rental model.” 

 “We’re working with an interesting company called YEAH. They have a rental model with trivia and polls in addition to 
content, so it’s a little more engaging for the users. They’re trying to bring some added value to the equation.” 

 “Game consoles are the most popular ways to stream content. Xbox and Microsoft have focused on that. I think 
they’re pretty much crushing it in the streaming arena. Then you have mobile devices, which may have even more 
viewing percentage than gaming consoles. Roku is very popular for home viewing.” 

 “OTT use is growing fast. There’s not a lot of 40-inch TVs or bigger that are not coming with a streaming device built 
inside them. That could cause some trouble for Roku down the line. People are starting to get that functionality for 
free on their TV. It’s becoming a little more natural for people to use OTT.” 

 “We’re doing work for Comcast right now. They’re looking at ways to integrate streaming services with their set-top 
boxes.” 

Internet Usage 
 “I see not a straight metered situation for charging for bandwidth but more 

of a tiered situation. I don’t think you’re going to be paying by the pipe or 
paying more just because you have Netflix. The ISP guys running fiber 
already have enough bandwidth, but Comcast doesn’t necessarily.” 

 “I’m not entirely sure how much ISPs can increase prices right now. What 
we’re seeing is this bundling thing; that’s how companies are trying to 
mitigate Internet costs. It seems like something that will have to be 
addressed. HD and ultra-HD, which has four times the resolution of HD, will 
eat up some bandwidth as more and more people stream HD content.” 

 “If bandwidth pricing goes up, even a lot, I think more people would stick 
with Internet and start looking to drop their TV subscriptions. Internet 
services are commoditized, and there are options for people.” 

 “I would guess that less than 5% of all homes in the United States have only 
Internet service. TV is fairly important to folks.” 

Pay-TV Response 
 “Comcast is surprising me. For one thing, they are innovating quite a bit. We’re doing applications for them that are 

essentially smart TV applications.” 
 “Microsoft has done something really interesting with the Xbox by partnering directly with the MSOs.” 
 “Bundled service packages are a huge part of the strategy for growing customers and hanging on to the ones they’ve 

got.” 
 “Cable companies have resisted any sort of a la carte offering, but at the end of the day they may start doing that to 

retain those viewers.” 
 “TV Everywhere helps the MSOs. You’re not going to see so much of the HBO Go model, where you download an app. 

What companies are doing instead is aggregating an app through Comcast Xfinity or Time Warner.” 
 “Cable operators may not need to do a deal with Netflix to get a Netflix app on their boxes. More and more TV sets 

are being made with streaming capabilities built in. I think Netflix would be the one most interested in getting an app 
on a cable box.” 

 “I’m not sure Aereo is that big of a threat for anyone. It’s not going to move the needle significantly. I assume the 
networks will sue them out of existence by making them spend all their money fighting lawsuits. Really though, the 
fact is Aereo just doesn’t have much content.” 

 
 

4. Global analyst for an OTT software firm serving major pay-TV clients  

Pay-TV subscriptions are not falling off. AT&T’s U-Verse and Verizon’s FiOS are picking up subscribers who are leaving 
Time Warner, Comcast and other cable operators. Consumers have few alternatives, given that high-speed broadband 
services are monopolized by the major pay-TV operators. Pay-TV operators have little room to increase prices, but they are 
likely to do so by charging more for Internet and less for TV. 

Pay-TV Viewing Habits 

There’s not a lot of 40-inch TVs 
or bigger that are not coming 
with a streaming device built 
inside them. That could cause 
some trouble for Roku down 
the line. People are starting to 
get that functionality for free on 
their TV. 

Owner, Software Company, 
Focused on OTT apps for TVs & mobile 
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 “Cord cutting doesn’t seem to be anything more than an urban legend at this point.” 
 “Unlike anywhere else in the world, the United States has incredibly high penetration of pay-TV. We were at about 

80% in the early 2000s. Then satellite came along and hit two groups: people who couldn’t afford regular cable and 
those who couldn’t get it because they lived in rural areas. Now we’re up to about 87% penetration. So the fact that 
it’s not growing any faster isn’t really surprising.” 

 “Cable companies like Time Warner and Comcast have lost a lot of subscribers, but they’ve been picked up by the 
telcos, AT&T, Verizon and, to a degree, by the satellite companies as well. While TWC and Comcast have been 
shedding, U-Verse and FiOS have been gaining. The net loss is somewhere between 0.1% and 0.2%. Last quarter it 
actually went up a bit and gained 0.1%. But given the saturated penetration, those numbers aren’t shocking. 
Household formation too has slowed in the U.S.” 

 “Pay-TV viewing is also cyclical. In the second quarter, subscriptions tend to 
go down because that’s when college people move. They go home, quit their 
jobs because it’s summer. People are moving a lot.” 

 “This is not to say that if the pay-TV operators don’t get their act together 
they won’t lose subscribers. They’ve been raising prices at the same time 
we’ve had a recession. In many ways, this industry is like the airline 
industry: There are a lot of complaints, a lot of dissatisfaction, but there’s no 
real alternative.” 

 “The numbers I’ve seen suggest people are starting to scale back their pay-
TV subscriptions a little, but it’s unclear how much of that is economic—laid-
off factory workers versus young hipsters or college kids who mostly watch 
Netflix and decide they don’t really need a package. The reason that 
distinction’s important is because the young demographic are not really 
going back. Once they cut the cord, they’re done.” 

OTT Viewing Habits 
 “The streaming devices are getting more popular—Roku, Apple TV—and 

Chromecast is going to take off.” 
 “One of the most surprising figures I’ve seen is that Netflix has a churn rate 

of about 50%. This makes sense if you think about it. It’s easy to turn on 
and off. But the numbers overall are growing.” 

 “Netflix is talking to a lot of the operators about getting onto set-top boxes. If 
you’re Netflix, you’re going to look at HBO with envy, thinking, ‘People just 
collect money from them and give them money every quarter,’ versus ‘We’ve 
got to track all these idiots down and charge them their $8 a month.’” 

 “Netflix is doing original programming and so is Amazon, but 50 hours a 
year of Netflix original programming is not going to disrupt the entire 
industry.” 

Internet Usage 
 “[Internet usage and increased bandwidth] are happening very fast. The 

cable companies realize that more people are using these streaming 
services. Netflix does a ranking every month of which broadband provider gives the best service—so which one 
Netflix runs best on. And the operators are using this to their advantage by advertising more, pushing their speeds up 
to 100 [Mbps] instead of 10—which was pretty fast only a couple of years ago.” 

 “Nobody really knows what Google is thinking with Google Fiber, but it does seem to be pushing the other [pay-TV 
operators] in whatever market Google is entering to [increase] their speeds as well.” 

 “On the tech side, people have told me you truthfully don’t need anything faster than 50 [Mbps] unless you’re 
running Netflix on five TVs at once. But people are moving to high-speed, where streaming is seamless, where you’re 
not seeing the spinning wheels or buffering.” 

 “Long term, that may mean that a lot of the TV we’re getting is going to be OTT or IPTV, that people are connecting to 
without a set-top box. That’s something we’re keeping an eye on as a future trend. FiOS is a huge winner because it 
has the best cable, whereas Time Warner has some of the least effective cable. The independent ISPs also lose out.” 

 “The reason there’s been major no disruption is that the pay-TV providers also own broadband; if I cut one cord, 
they’re still holding the other one. With FiOS and U-Verse, something like over 90% of people have broadband and 

Cord cutting doesn’t seem to 
be anything more than an 
urban legend at this point. … In 
many ways, this industry is like 
the airline industry: There are a 
lot of complaints, a lot of 
dissatisfaction, but there’s no 
real alternative. … The way 
broadband has evolved in the 
U.S. is that the only operators 
really providing high-speed 
broadband are the pay-TV 
companies—the telcos and the 
cable companies—and they 
have no interest in letting any 
competition in, which is one of 
the reasons why Apple, Google 
and everybody else haven’t had 
much success in Hollywood. 
They don’t have their own 
distribution network. 

Global Analyst, OTT Software Firm  
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pay-TV from both, and even with the cable companies it’s in the high 70s or low 80s [percent of subscribers getting 
both Internet and TV from the same provider].” 

 “The way broadband has evolved in the U.S. is that the only operators really providing high-speed broadband are the 
pay-TV companies—the telcos and the cable companies—and they have no interest in letting any competition in, 
which is one of the reasons why Apple, Google and everybody else haven’t had much success in Hollywood. They 
don’t have their own distribution network.” 

 “There are a lot of rumors that Apple, Google, Facebook and Amazon are thinking about trying to lobby Congress to 
get them to break up broadband the same way they broke up the telephone companies, using the net neutrality 
argument. That’s the one way it could break up.” 

Pay-TV Response 
 “I don’t know whether TV Everywhere [is affecting subscriber retention]. I think it’s preventing people from getting 

more annoyed more quickly.” 
 “They do a terrible job of promoting [TV Everywhere]. A recent Digitalsmiths report said 52% of people weren’t even 

aware that their provider had a TV Everywhere application. I have FiOS at home, and I’ve never seen an ad for it. And 
they haven’t really invested in the user experience for them, so they’re all pretty clunky. But it’s a start.” 

 “The big hang-up with TV Everywhere was that the TV studios and networks said they were losing ad dollars because 
the iPad and other mobile viewers weren’t being counted in the Nielsen ratings. Now that Nielsen has decided to 
start counting iPad and Xbox views, the operators are much more enthusiastic about TV Everywhere. And as this 
moves forward, and no one seems to be suing them, then things like binge viewing become more and more popular.” 

 ”There is room for [pay-TV] prices to rise. But it’s going to be more along the lines of the operators shifting the levers: 
‘We’ll charge more for broadband and less for TV.’ Comcast is experimenting with bandwidth caps in Atlanta, where 
they start charging more for more than 300 GB. They’re testing to see how many people get annoyed with this.” 

 “Comcast is running this pilot where for the first year you can subscribe to basic cable plus HBO for $30 a month, to 
get young subscribers in. And everyone else is introducing similar packages for one year only. If a lot of people pick it 
up, you’ll see the operators jack up the price in year two. All the operators are masters of the low ball—getting people 
in and slowly raising the price. Or they may just abandon the experiment [if it’s not popular].” 

 “The other notion that still hovers around is the virtual [pay-TV operator]. All of them are thinking about launching 
something like Sky Go.” 

 
 

5. Co-founder of a software company specializing in distribution apps for OTT content; repeat source  

Consumers will scale back on pay-TV subscriptions but will not cut the cord completely, as more OTT options become 
available. The main obstacle to OTT growth is the lack of a simple and reliable user experience. As OTT usage grows, so 
too will bandwidth consumption, and ISPs will develop a business model to charge for that data use. This source doubts 
anyone who has never had pay-TV would find a compelling reason to subscribe now. MSOs will continue offering bundled 
services and will secure agreements with content providers for exclusive distribution to make their subscriptions 
essential for certain viewers, especially sports fans. 

Pay-TV Viewing Habits 
 “People still want a mix of both pay TV and OTT.” 
 “The biggest trend is consumer awareness that content can be consumed in many ways and you can shave off a 

portion of that monthly [pay-TV] bill. Over the next couple of years, I think people will start scaling back a bit on their 
services.” 

 “Most of us have a complete TV Everywhere solution.” 
 “I don’t think year-to-year you’ll see dramatic drops, but the subscriber increases of 20 years ago are over. It will start 

to plateau as more people adopt new devices and services.” 
 “People who’ve never had pay-TV would need a really compelling reason to start now. Excellent content would be the 

key driver, I think. Maybe bundled packages where the cost of TV, Internet and a phone line is not significantly more 
expensive than Internet only. Under those circumstances, I think consumers would say, ‘Why not?’ and sign up. The 
MSOs are pushing a lot of triple play deals. They’re putting a lot of marketing behind this.” 

OTT Viewing Habits 
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 “Netflix and Amazon are the top two [OTT services]. Netflix is growing the fastest. I see Netflix as being more of an 
innovator. Google TV is also offering a lot of search services across platforms. Even if you have cable, it can tell you 
what’s playing.” 

 “I don’t know how much viewing is strictly OTT, but I’ll be really surprised if the number did not grow—a year from 
now, maybe a 3% to 4% increase from wherever it is now.” 

 “Roku, Apple TV, tablets and phones and smart TVs are the most popular streaming devices.” 
 “Having an overall complicated experience could harm OTT. This could include streaming issues or content that’s 

difficult to find.” 
 “Having good, well-rounded content will help the growth rate [of OTT].” 
 “Controlling costs are key. Producing original content is very expensive.” 
Internet Usage 
 “People are signing up for faster Internet plans. If people are streaming 

more, they want the best picture, so they’ve got to go for faster speed. You 
can’t use OTT without a high-quality Internet connection—not if you want the 
best HD picture possible.” 

 “I don’t know how that’s going to work for companies like Comcast and Time 
Warner. I think they want you to buy their triple play packages rather than 
just pay to increase your Internet speed.” 

 “ISPs will have to start charging on a bandwidth [usage] model. It’s just too 
valuable a resource not to monetize it as much as possible.” 

 “Any revenue increase from bandwidth pricing will only benefit the ISPs. Consumers who want to stream HD content 
will buy the best service they can afford. I don’t see anyone going offline because of a new pricing model. Some 
grumbling, maybe, but people want high-speed Internet.” 

Pay-TV Response 
 “An important strategy for pay-TV providers is making content as accessible as possible, locking down licensing 

agreements with content producers.” 
 “I don’t foresee any time in the future having an a la carte business model for MSOs, but as long as the cost can be 

kept relatively close to where they are now—and that could be a tall order—that’s going to help MSOs generate more 
subscribers.“ 

 “Sports have a locked-in audience, and MSOs clearly benefit from that. I think you still need to be an MSO customer 
to get ESPN content. You can watch it on a mobile device, but you have to authenticate your subscription on the 
device.” 

 “TV Everywhere is a win for everyone. I think it helps MSOs hold subscribers because people want viewing options. 
The easier you can make it for customers to receive content, the better that relationship will be.” 

 “Discounts on bundled services seem to be working. All of the MSOs I know of are pushing these heavily.” 
 “I don’t know if cable operators need Netflix on their boxes as much as Netflix probably needs to be there. For the 

cable companies, it’s one more revenue stream and Netflix gets out in front of more viewers.” 
 “If Aereo wins, I can see the TV networks switching to an authentication model to access the content or moving 

content off the air. That would be huge if all of a sudden one of these over-the-air networks shifted to a subscriber 
model.” 

 
 
 
4) OTT Hardware Developers 
Neither of these two sources has seen a significant wave of cord cutting, mainly because pay-TV is the only option for certain 
sports and other live content. Still, one source said the use of OTT services will continue to grow at a healthy clip. Both 
sources agreed that pay-TV operators will embrace OTT and try to become a central source for streaming video. Although the 
number of Internet-only homes may grow, the movement will not become widespread because MSOs will continue to make 
the bundling of phone, TV and broadband an attractive package. 
 
 
KEY SILO FINDINGS 
Pay-TV Viewing Habits 

ISPs will have to start charging 
on a bandwidth [usage] model. 
It’s just too valuable a resource 
not to monetize it as much as 
possible. 

Co-founder, Software Company w/ 
OTT Content Distribution Specialty 
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- 2 of 2 downplayed cord cutting as a significant trend. 
- 2 said sports and live programming will keep subscribers tethered to pay TV. 

OTT Viewing Habits 
- 1 said OTT use will grow by double digits per year during the next five years. 
- 1 predicted the cost of older content will rise, hurting Netflix. 

Internet Usage 
- 1 said the growth of Internet-only homes will be slight because bundling services is cheaper. 
- 1 believes an increase in ISP options for consumers is likely. 

Pay-TV Response 
- 1 believes MSOs will embrace OTT and increasingly offer a mix of live and streaming content. 
- 1 said streaming-only TV services from pay-TV operators are on their way soon. 

 
 

1. Communications executive for an entertainment hardware developer; repeat source  

This source does not expect any significant cord cutting in the near term, largely because live TV and sports remain a big 
draw for pay-TV providers. OTT viewing will continue its rapid growth during the next few years but still will represent a 
relatively small piece of overall TV viewing. MSOs will aggressively price phone, broadband and TV bundles to make 
Internet-only subscriptions an unattractive option for most. The rise of social media and the desire of younger consumers 
to be part of the conversation are helping to restore the importance of watching shows and events live. 

Pay-TV Viewing Habits 
 “I don’t think [cord cutting] is as big of a short-term issue as a lot people 

think. We’ve been talking a lot about cord cutting in the last couple of 
years, but the data is not backing it up.” 

 “The biggest misnomer for me is that linear is completely dead. Our 
consumption of linear content is pretty strong and continues to be strong.” 

 “The MSOs and even the satellite operators are not growing as fast as they 
want, but the telcos are growing pretty fast and are getting subscriber 
growth. Even DISH is getting subscriber growth. It’s a big pie that’s getting 
divvied up in different ways.” 

 “There are several things that are still very strongly in favor of linear TV. One 
is, and will continue to be, sports. For all the different OTT sports services 
that are available, in-market games are not part of that. Until that shifts, 
you’re still going to have people going to cable and satellite and telco for 
local-market games and football. There’s no college football over-the-top 
service at all.” 

OTT Viewing Habits 
 “[OTT consumption] is going to continue to rise because there’s more 

awareness in the market. It’s rising, but it still takes a long time to reach 
everyone.” 

 “OTT is going to have huge growth rates year over year during the next 
several years. I’m convinced that OTT will have double-digit growth rates 
over the next five years, minimum. But I think it’s still a small subset of 
content that’s viewed compared to linear.” 

 “You look at Netflix’s piece of that pie—that’s like 25 million to 28 million [subscribers] worldwide—but look beyond 
Netflix, and the numbers are much smaller in terms of the number of consumers using other [OTT] services. While 
Netflix is as big as the largest MSOs, are people going there on a daily basis for content, like they do with linear TV?” 

 “The biggest device that does over-the-top content is the Xbox One. Roku and Apple TV, for all their success, still 
have a small component of that market. Six million is no slouch of a number for Roku, and 10 to 15 million is no 
slouch for Apple TV. But then you talk about the other streamers, and all of them combined don’t even come close to 
what Roku has.” 

Internet Usage 

The MSOs and even the 
satellite operators are not 
growing as fast as they want, 
but the telcos are growing 
pretty fast. It’s a big pie that’s 
getting divvied up in different 
ways. … Twitter and social 
media are having a really 
interesting impact… In bringing 
people back into linear 
programming and make them 
not want to get rid of [their pay-
TV subscription] because of the 
value of being a part of the 
conversation via social media. 

Communications Executive  
Entertainment Hardware Developer 
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 “Broadband is becoming such a major component to all this, so the MSOs are very well positioned, as are the telcos. 
Satellite will have a harder time, but I think they’ll be OK because they have some opportunities as well.” 

 “What I think you’ll see them do is try to get the younger demographic to sign up for broadband, but also sign up for 
a relatively cheap linear TV package and then give them some OTT access. Signing up for broadband on its own is 
very expensive.” 

 “[The number of Internet-only homes] is just naturally going to grow, but I don’t think the percentage growth will be 
really huge because if you just get broadband from your average provider, you’re going to get charged a premium. 
When you don’t bundle anything, it costs more than if you bundle it with phone and TV. I think MSOs will continue to 
be aggressive in that regard because they can be.” 

 “There can be huge consumer blowback [to changes in pricing models]. When Time Warner tried to charge $150 for 
a broadband-only plan that was a high-end plan, they got huge blowback from consumers—so much so that they 
actually scrapped it.” 

 “Everyone is playing with [data] caps right now. In Europe and Canada, people are hitting caps on a pretty regular 
basis, which is not very beneficial for us.” 

 “I never thought we’d run into caps in wireless broadband after it was unlimited for so long. How can you backpedal 
the way they did? But they’ve been able to do it. AT&T has a cap. They have people grandfathered in, but they have 
different caps. Verizon has caps. I don’t think it’s too farfetched to think that the broadband providers would move to 
that type of system. It would be gradual, but I don’t think it’s out of the question.” 

Pay-TV Response 
 “I’m interested to see how things go with some of the tests that Time Warner and Comcast are talking about where 

they offer a low-end package of content that has access to HBO Go for over-the-top. You’re offering the consumer a 
$40 package with HBO Go access so they can watch on their tablet or smartphone or their TV with a Roku or Apple 
TV. It’ll be interesting to watch what kind of impact that has.” 

 “One thing that’s happened … is what Twitter is doing with Comcast where you can basically launch a show from a 
tweet. That’s an authenticated service; it requires a cable or satellite subscription. What that’s doing is building on 
the interest that consumers now have to participate in social media conversation during primetime programming.” 

 “Appointment TV is making somewhat of a comeback. You may be able to watch Homeland a year later via OTT, or 
every episode of Breaking Bad up to the last season via Netflix, or Under the Dome, which airs on CBS on Mondays, 
on Fridays via Amazon Prime. But when everyone else is talking about it, you won’t have seen it yet.” 

 “Twitter and social media are having a really interesting impact that might not show up immediately, but I do think 
will show up in the long term in bringing people back into linear programming and make them not want to get rid of 
[their pay-TV subscription] because of the value of being a part of the conversation via social media.” 

 “You’re going to see more and more [pay-TV operators] trying to tie into social media. They’re saying to the younger 
demographic, ‘We know you like social media and want to be part of the conversation.’ The best way to reach them 
is through social media, and that can drive them to linear TV. I think there’s a tie between social media and linear 
programming—live TV such as sports and primetime programming as well.” 

 “Netflix will get more penetration into the MSOs. You’ll see them working closer with cable, satellite and telco 
operators to integrate their service inside a set-top box. Maybe get a quick key button on a remote.” 

 “MSOs will embrace, in the near term, over-the-top services. They’ll use it as a way to hold onto customers and 
attract new ones.” 

 “What they have that OTT doesn’t have is live TV—events that you either watch live or don’t watch at all like the 
Academy Awards, sports. These types of hybrid models where MSOs mix linear TV with over-the-top and broadband 
could be really popular with the younger demographic that’s looking to cut the cord but doesn’t want to give up on 
sports and some other stuff.” 

 “In a perfect world for the MSOs, Comcast’s Streampix is as good and as popular as Netflix and everyone signs up for 
it. The reality is that people are going to sign up for Netflix. They’ve won in that space. But Comcast still wants to own 
the funnel. What they want is for you to use their app, even if you’re going to a Netflix show.” 

 
 

2. Technology executive from a major electronics manufacturer 

MSOs will hold on to their subscribers but are unlikely to see the same profit margins. TV watchers will shave their 
services and shift a good portion of their spending to local Internet-only providers as those options become more widely 
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available. OTT providers like Netflix and Hulu present no real threat to the bulk of pay-TV subscriber bases because they 
lack sports programming. Aereo may have won in court so far, but the long-term winners will be the large networks and 
MSOs that have the big budgets to do the big content deals. 

Pay-TV Viewing Habits 
 “I don’t expect [cord cutting] to increase. But will the big [cable] operators be 

able to make as much money as in the past? I doubt it. I think that money is 
going to be shifted and shaved, as people come to expect better deals.” 

 “Some people will be cutting their spend with cable and instead spending 
their money with services like Hulu and Netflix. That may be a short-term 
problem. As cable companies come up with similar offerings that are just as 
compelling, people may come back and spend all of their money with cable.” 

 “The incumbents over time really win. Those bundles are so valuable.” 
 “The cable operators have created a strong business of delivering television 

that’s lasted for 40 years. … Some people have found that a better way to 
watch TV and they’ve switched, but that number is very, very low.” 

 “The real business of TV is things like delivering your favorite sports teams 
or your favorite shows with consistency, every single day, to let Americans 
suck on the addiction pipe that they’re on, which is seven hours of TV per 
day, per household.” 

 “When you ask whether all TV can go to the Netflix model, here’s where it 
breaks down. Netflix and Hulu don’t have your local sports team. Then on 
top of Netflix, you have to add your sports, which is often not even available 
[through OTT]. You might find yourself in a collection of different apps trying to find the content, which is difficult.” 

 “This can all be solved with some smart thinking about how we package content on the Internet, but then you’re 
back to the old cable method. And the cable companies have already packaged bundles that Americans think they 
don’t like but they do. In order for a cable bundle to make sense, it has to have enough channels to meet 
everybody’s needs, and it has to generate enough eyeballs and therefore ad revenue, and also subscriber revenue, 
to meet everybody’s needs.” 

 “The industry is definitely seeing a shakeup, but what’s really happening is that we’re experimenting with online 
delivery, and in the meantime, the cable companies are trying to figure out how to beat these new-use cases.” 

OTT Viewing Habits 
 “Several companies and networks have started delivering their content both on cable and over IP—Time Warner on a 

Roku box, for example, or on an iPad. We’re seeing a big shift.” 
 “Can Netflix take over what Comcast is delivering to me today? No way. Netflix can’t afford to buy NFL subscriptions 

that are currently tied up on three different networks: CBS, NBC and Fox. 
They can’t afford to bring me my local hockey team on top of that, my local 
baseball team. For a lot of Americans, these are very important things.” 

 “Over time, Netflix won’t be able to afford the content they already have. 
They got a sweetheart deal because there was a lot of long-tail content that 
nobody had any idea what to do with. Netflix came along with a plan to 
distribute that content and give the [studios] more money than they were 
earning on that content already and so [got great prices]. With time, [the 
studios] have realized that Netflix is maybe not their partner but their 
adversary, and so some of those [studios] are pulling that content back and 
it’s going up in price.” 

 “Long-tail content will go up in value as more and more people watch their 
content in a nonlinear fashion. For example, if I’m watching current 
episodes of Homeland, I have to wait each week for the new episode on 
Showtime. But that gets annoying, and so more and more people are 
moving to the binge watching model.” 

 “What I think will happen is [studios] will give away the first two, three, four 
episodes of old content, but to watch episode five, you’ll have to watch ads 
or pay. And that’s an interesting phenomenon. That old content is gaining 
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can go to the Netflix model, 
here’s where it breaks down. 
Netflix and Hulu don’t have 
your local sports team. Then on 
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value. I think it will go up so much in value that Netflix will no longer be able to afford it.” 
 “Netflix’s response is that it’s generating its own content, and that’s a smart move. If they own the rights to House of 

Cards, Orange Is the New Black, it’s going to be cheaper than buying old content that’s expensive. They’ll have some 
hits, they’ll have some failures—like the networks. I think we’ll see Netflix slowly move into the HBO model over the 
‘old content for $7’ model. [Word is] that they’re planning to release a new [original] show each quarter from now on. 
Netflix is moving to more of a traditional model, creating new content, much like HBO does today.” 

Internet Usage 
 “There will be a consolidation where you’ll see the ability to buy Internet-only from a local company providing the 

copper and the service; the person who comes and sets it up in your house. Then you’ll be able to buy cable or the 
TV from any number of providers.” 

 “I’m not saying that’s going to be smooth and I’m not exactly sure how it looks, but I do think that the outcome either 
way is that the small mom-and-pop cable companies [will] have trouble competing in that world. I don’t know how 
they can have the R&D spend that someone like Google or Comcast currently has.” 

Pay-TV Response 
 “The first company that says, ‘You can stream our cable to any device you own,’ will be an incredible breakthrough. 

You can get live TV, live sports on your connected TV, your smartphone, your tablet. Just pay $50 a month and sign 
up with your user name and password. Forget the cable box. That’s a service I think a lot of Americans want, and I 
think it’s coming. I think it will happen in two phases: The local provider will get it to you first, but overbuilding [by a 
telco provider in a cable operator’s territory] is probably still three or more years away.” 

 “It looked like Aereo won their day in court, but then immediately the NFL said, ‘If you’re going to allow Aereo to 
stream our games over the Internet without paying us, then we’ll just move the NFL games to cable, not the 
broadcast channels.’ The levers that the powerful incumbents can move are quite significant, and I think that really, 
in the end, the people that have the deals and the enormous budgets to buy the deals, will win.” 

 “DISH and DirecTV can really drop in anywhere because they have no geographical restrictions. The thing that’s 
interesting about that to me is, that’s sort of an unfair advantage. It means that DirecTV can go to your home but 
Comcast cannot.” 

 “[Cable companies] will start petitioning the FCC to drop that restriction [of staying within their own footprint], 
because DirecTV has grown to 30 million subscribers while the cable companies have stayed at relatively flat growth. 
It’s an unfair advantage. While the cable operators have relied on the FCC to protect them and give them 
monopolistic capabilities, I think they themselves might try to challenge the rules.” 

 
 
 
5) Industry Specialists 
Four of five sources do not foresee a major acceleration of cord cutting anytime soon. The remaining source said the pace of 
consumers leaving pay-TV subscriptions for OTT options will pick up greatly, but added that pay-TV operators could keep those 
subscribers by migrating to an online delivery model. That source also expects streaming-only TV packages to be introduced 
in 2014 from such providers as AT&T and Verizon. Two sources said pay-TV operators will have difficulty attracting younger 
consumers. Broadband providers will move toward some type of pricing model based on data usage. A UK-based source 
believes MSOs are not worried about the rise of OTT platforms like Netflix because profit margins are better in providing 
Internet service than TV. Three sources said broadcasters are worried about the possibility of Aereo surviving legal challenges, 
which could lead to similar services from others. 
 
 
KEY SILO FINDINGS 
Pay-TV Viewing Habits 

- 4 of 5 sources said cord cutting is not a near-term problem for pay-TV providers. 
- 1 said 5%–10% of pay-TV subscribers will move to OTT-only delivery in the next 1–2 years. 

OTT Viewing Habits 
- 2 see OTT continuing to be a supplement to pay-TV subscribers because of content and reliability concerns. 

Internet Usage 
- 2 think broadband providers will move to some type of metered pricing model for Internet service. 
- 1 believes MSOs are not worried about OTT competition because profit margins are better for Internet than TV. 
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Pay-TV Response 
- 1 expects AT&T and/or Verizon to launch streaming-only TV services in 2014. 
- 3 said broadcast networks are worried about Aereo and the possibility of similar services sprouting up. 

 
 

1. Steven C. Hawley, principal analyst for Advanced Media Strategies 

OTT is growing so quickly that most consumers will access TV and video online rather than through traditional pay-TV 
within about five years. MSOs have an opportunity to keep those subscribers by migrating to an online delivery model. 
Whether they succeed depends partly on cutting deals with content owners to offer pay-TV’s biggest draws—live 
programming and sports—in an online delivery system. Mr. Hawley expects streaming-only TV packages to debut in 2014 
from the likes of AT&T and Verizon, which will offer such services in markets where they do not have fixed-line networks. 
An online distribution system eventually will allow customers to choose the channels they want in their TV subscription. 

Pay-TV Viewing Habits 
 “If you look five years down the road, it will probably be the majority of 

people accessing TV and video content online in place of pay TV. The pay-TV 
providers are all scrambling to meet that demand and extend their service 
model to people who are strictly online and not traditional pay-TV 
subscribers.” 

OTT Viewing Habits 
 “[OTT] is growing, and it’s starting to hit a point of inflection. The past few 

years people have been checking it out—the early adopters, people who are 
curious, the hobbyists who are online and looking to save money and trying 
to find content any way they can. But now there’s no question it’s well 
established.” 

 “From the perspective of the companies building the infrastructure to 
accommodate OTT, everybody accommodates it now; all the vendors are 
building software into the TV infrastructure.” 

 “I’ve seen numbers ranging anywhere from 10% to 20% for actual adoption 
[of OTT]. It will grow probably 10% or 15% next year.” 

Internet Usage 
 “The growth [of Internet-only homes] will be quite steady. Six months ago the conventional wisdom was that younger 

people [who have never had a pay-TV subscription] will age in and become the mainstream [pay-TV subscribers]. But 
there’s a lot of research now that says [cord cutting and shaving are] not so age-bound anymore. Even people in their 
late 50s, early 60s want to cut the costs of their bill.” 

 “AT&T is offering rate plans now—basically a single billing relationship for everything they do. If you subscribe to 
phone and Internet access and TV, all of those go under one rate plan and as they go all digital, they have different 
prices for different megabits or gigabits per month, and they have a dozen price tiers. They don’t have an all-you-can-
eat-for-one-price model. It’s a tiered price plan that acknowledges how much [bandwidth] you consume.” 

 “I don’t know if such metered usage is going to succeed. The telcos are 
trying to get as much as they can out of the bandwidth they serve out, but 
as LTE [next-generation wireless network] gets built out and becomes the 
predominant type of cellular network, and as video services move from 
fixed-line networks to LTE, you’re going to see these bandwidth caps start to 
go away again. A few years from now, bandwidth will be so cheap that 
phone companies particularly will relax [data caps] again.” 

Pay-TV Response 
 “The concern [over OTT] really is diminishing now as it becomes 

mainstream. The MSOs are seeing it as less of a threat and more as an 
opportunity. The question becomes, who owns the screen? There are all 
these factions that want to own the user experience. One is the MSOs. 
Another is the device providers—Apple TV, Google Chromecast and Roku.” 

 “The question for the pay-TV providers now is, what kind of a value 
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proposition can I offer that’s better than Hulu or Netflix or Amazon? They can offer live sports and all of the TV 
networks and all of the premium TV channels. Hulu, Netflix and so forth are beholden to whether the content owner 
wants to schedule the release of the same content as early as the pay-TV operators have. The newer the content, the 
more valuable it is and the more likely it is to be only over pay TV.” 

 “You’ve also got the telcos, which are bringing more and more pay-TV content to smartphones and tablets. Over the 
next year I think you’re going to see them—certainly Verizon and AT&T—offering [TV service] to those strictly tablet 
users outside of their regular service footprint.” 

 “They can come in over-the-top and compete against the local [cable] operator through a tablet or smartphone. The 
only thing standing in the way is whether the content owners will give them the right to extend that service outside 
their service footprint.” 

 “The pay-TV operators want to be the ones that own the consumer 
experience and provide the portal to everything. If offering Netflix or 
something that is essentially competitive to them is a way for them to 
capture the eyeballs and justify that consumers buy a pay-TV subscription, 
they’ll try to do that as long they’re the point of entry.” 

 “The assumption that AT&T, Comcast and other [pay-TV operators] are 
making is that sports programming and also the more recent nature of their 
content in general hold enough value that people will be enticed to 
subscribe.” 

 “Online [distribution] is the catalyst that really is going to break the a la carte 
question open. That’s going to be the catalyst that makes a la carte happen 
finally. Earlier in the game, [consumers will have the opportunity to] choose 
bundles [of channels], but I think the bundles will become more granular 
over time.” 

 “It’s probably five years off. But I think by the turn of the next decade, it’s 
going to be pretty much expected everywhere. If you’re not on board with 
that as an operator, you’re going to lose.” 

 “As the content guys relax their licensing restrictions and feel more 
comfortable with the level of security that online delivery offers, more and 
more of them are going to allow direct streaming online.” 

 “Five percent to 10% of consumers will move online [in the next year or two]. Whether or not the pay-TV operators 
retain that subscription and move it online is a separate question. If the pay-TV providers can migrate the service to 
online and it’s satisfactory to the subscriber, it will be neutral. The pay-TV subscriber might be more likely to retain 
their subscription if they can get all their content online. That’s a matter of time before that happens.” 

 “The last thing to go online will be live sports. The content owners are going to have a major say in this—whether 
Comcast, for example, can bring ESPN Red Zone into its pay-TV subscription and sell that subscriber only ESPN if 
that’s all they want. That’s a big question and one that’s going to take time to resolve.” 

 
 

2. Dan Rayburn, executive VP of StreamingMedia.com; repeat source 

Mr. Rayburn does not see short- or long-term competition problems facing MSOs. The biggest challenge cable and 
satellite companies must address is their own ever-escalating price plans. Most Netflix subscribers and likely large 
percentages of other OTT service users are not using OTT exclusively; they instead use streaming video to supplement a 
pay-TV subscription. If Aereo wins its court cases, MSOs would be wise to say nothing. Broadcast networks fear not Aereo 
itself but the idea of a similar service being introduced by more companies. 

Pay-TV Viewing Habits 
 “Consumers want content, and they want to pay a certain price for it. The only thing cable and satellite companies 

need to do is stop raising prices every year, and they’ll be OK. The No. 1 threat is not OTT or the Internet; it’s 
themselves. It’s simply a matter of cost and what consumers are willing to pay.” 

 “We look at the MSOs and see the number of subscribers they report losing in any quarter. It’s important to 
understand that at any time, the number of lost subscribers has never reached even 1% of total subscribers in any 
quarter.” 
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 “I don’t think cable and satellite companies are too worried. Comcast posted a record profit in the last quarter. 
They’re trying to offer supplemental services like TV Everywhere and more features and functionality.” 

 “It’s interesting when consumers complain that an MSO drops a channel due to the additional cost. The only way the 
MSO can keep costs down is to fight back against broadcasters raising their license costs.” 

 “TV Everywhere offers one more choice—additional viewing options on other devices—so I think it will help MSO 
subscriber retention.” 

 “We will continue to see bundled services.” 
OTT Viewing Habits 
 “A huge percentage of Netflix subscribers also have cable, something like 90% of Netflix users.” 
 “Does Netflix need to cut a deal to get on set-top boxes? I’m sure they would love to, but they don’t need to. It’s not 

stopping the growth of their business.” 
 “Content costs are huge. Netflix and Amazon will never be in the content 

creation business more than dipping their toes in the water. They’ll make 
some original shows but it will be 1% or less of the total inventory they 
offer.” 

Internet Usage 
 N/A 
Pay-TV Response 
 “If Aereo wins its court cases, the MSOs, if they’re smart, won’t do anything. 

Aereo isn’t taking business away from them. By Aereo’s own admission, 
they were hoping to have 3 million subscribers in five years. Right now 
they’re not eating into 1% of the total MSO business. The only group that 
cares is the broadcasters.” 

 “Even broadcasters [are not] really worried about Aereo. They’re worried 
about the idea of Aereo, which is the most hyped thing I’ve seen in our industry in 10 years. The quality is terrible. … 
Once you strip away all the junk, they literally have only 12 channels that anyone would want to watch.” 

 “Aereo is no substitution for the MSOs. Aereo is offering content that everyone can get for free already. The only 
difference is they offer a DVR in the cloud. It’s important to focus on the facts and the numbers, not the emotions 
and the hype.” 

 “Every three years they say about companies like Aereo, ‘Just give it three years.’ Meanwhile, 17 years since 
streaming first started, you’ve got 1% or less of MSO subscribers cutting the cord. Is that disruption? No. Is that a 
trend? No. Is it a small part of a niche market? Absolutely.” 

 “Let’s say in one financial quarter all the MSOs combined lost a quarter of a million subscribers. Everyone assumes 
those are cord cutters. How many truly are replacing cable with an online media? You have people who move, who 
change their service from one company to another.” 

 
 

3. Video delivery consultant and DVD/Blu-ray product executive; repeat source  

Consumers are not cord cutting, though a small percentage of subscribers are moving to less-expensive content 
packages. OTT still is not a viable replacement for cable or satellite in terms of content and service reliability. Bandwidth 
speed is critical to a quality OTT experience, and bandwidth pricing will climb as ISPs experiment with service tiers and 
other pricing strategies. Broadcasters are worried about Aereo. 

Pay-TV Viewing Habits 
 “On-demand continues to grow, but it’s probably not a zero-sum game. Live TV shrinks a little but not as much as on-

demand is growing.” 
 “We’ve gone from hearing about cord cutting to cord shaving. The fight is not so much at a general subscription level. 

We haven’t seen a whole lot of people saying they’re going to drop a whole tier of service unless there’s some sort of 
financial issue, in which case they’re dropping a lot of things from the monthly household bills.” 

 “There’s a bit of a misconception about the 18- to 30-year-old segment. It’s not until people get into their late 20s 
that you start to see subscriptions. Younger than that, and they’re probably watching their parents’ TV or they have a 
subscription in a college dorm, which is at a different level.” 

17 years since streaming first 
started, you’ve got 1% or less 
of MSO subscribers cutting the 
cord. Is that disruption? No. Is 
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 “Sports are still driving a lot of subscriptions although that is probably male-centric. I think people in their 20s and 
30s are still subscribing although I would suspect they might be looking at what tier level they actually need.” 

OTT Viewing Habits 
 “When you’re talking about OTT, Netflix is obviously the 800-lb. gorilla although I’m not sure they’ll continue to grow 

at the rate they’ve been growing. Amazon Prime is running a strong second.” 
 “It really takes [several] things to make a good [OTT] video service, and so far nobody has done it. It requires on-

demand access to the live basic service like sporting events, and it requires it to be both on the living room TV and 
on a mobile device. It needs to cross over because if you’re home, you want to watch on that big screen, and when 
you’re out and about, you want to watch it on that smartphone, maybe a tablet.” 

 “The percentage of true OTT viewing is still rather small. Almost everyone who has Netflix streaming still has some 
sort of pay-TV service. Streaming is still pretty sketchy in a lot of areas. Unless you have reliable, high-speed Internet, 
streaming video just isn’t going to look very good.” 

 “Roku and Apple TV seem to be the dominant devices for streaming at home. On the go, it’s phones and tablets. 
People who consume a lot of streaming video tend to have apps for all their devices.” 

Internet Usage 
 “The price of bandwidth is going to be a key driver of OTT growth, especially 

as people start to demand more programming in HD.” 
 “You’ll see ISPs conducting a lot of tests, small trials, as the companies 

figure out how to charge for bandwidth. I think it will have to happen. It’s a 
valuable resource, and companies are going to have to charge for it.” 

 “I suspect it will be priced on tiers with caps, not on some sort of counting 
mechanism—so many gigabytes per month—with a variable bill. Nobody 
wants to deal with that.” 

 “It will have some impact on OTT consumption initially, but once most 
people figure it out, it will settle out. I don’t think a lot of people have any 
idea what their data consumption is. You’ll probably see a lot of people 
realize that they can watch Netflix four hours a day for a basic price and still 
not go over their limit.” 

 “It will have to be done carefully so people understand what they’re paying 
for and how it’s being charged. Any time your bill isn’t what you expected it 
to be, that’s a reason to go looking for another carrier.” 

Pay-TV Response 
 “Cable and satellite companies will continue offering [phone, Internet and TV] bundle packages. I happen to think 

that in general, even if the price isn’t that much less, Americans tend to like bundles. They like one bill. That’s why I 
think a la carte video services really won’t take off. Customers might like to see the bill broken out separately so they 
see what is costing what, but they still want the one bill.” 

 “On the TV side, I don’t think pricing has reached the breaking point yet, but it’s probably close.” 
 “If Aereo wins its court cases, retransmission prices [paid by pay-TV operators to local TV stations] will drop 

significantly.” 
 “It’s the concept of Aereo that scares broadcasters. They’re in a seller’s market, but if Aereo is deemed legal, then 

other companies can replicate it. I would suspect that other folks like Comcast have already worked out something 
similar and are just waiting to see how it goes.” 

 “Netflix is going to have to cut a deal with the cable and satellite providers, not the other way around. If Netflix wants 
to be a real network, they’re going to have to figure out a way to get on cable and satellite boxes, which means 
they’re going to have to pay a percentage to the MSO.” 

 “Netflix has bought into the notion of original content as the way to become a player. I think Netflix is in it for the long 
haul, and they will continue to produce original content. The others, like Amazon, are trying to see if it makes sense 
for them.” 
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4. President of a digital distribution consulting firm and a former satellite company executive; repeat source  

This source has not noticed significant cord cutting and doubts cord shaving will be a major issue because of the way 
channels are packaged at different service levels. MSOs, however, will struggle to attract younger consumers. OTT use 
will continue to grow, and metered Internet billing will be one consequence. Given the lack of competition in many 
markets, ISPs can raise prices with minimal customer pushback. Pay-TV companies will continue to try to lure subscribers 
with bundled services but must improve the user experience for TV Everywhere. Aereo fills a small niche market, but 
broadcasters fear the idea of copycat companies offering similar services. 

Pay-TV Viewing Habits 
 “The networks I’m working with are not seeing any change in the mix of live and on-demand viewing.” 
 “Certainly there’s been talk about cable cutting in the press, but if it’s happening, it’s not hugely significant or maybe 

not significant at all.” 
 “Maybe there’s some cord shaving. The problem with that is you may have to downgrade your package and lose 

some of the channels you want. That’s set up by design, not by accident.” 
 “On the younger end of the spectrum, yes, I think there will be fewer pay-TV subscriptions in the future. On the older 

end, that’s a big unknown. Will they migrate over to the pay-TV habit? Nobody knows the answer.” 
OTT Viewing Habits 
 “Netflix and HBO Go are the biggest OTT services by far.” 
 “If you’re looking at households that do not have pay-TV service at all but use only OTT, it’s a very small number—

under 5% of all American households.” 
 “Probably tablets are the most popular for streaming, then game consoles and Roku. I’d say game consoles are only 

going to increase in use for OTT at home. Microsoft and Sony are pushing hard to promote this capability on the Xbox 
and PlayStation.” 

 “OTT is going to grow significantly. A lot more companies from the traditional 
MSO business are getting into the OTT business. Pay-TV operators, if they 
are nimble enough to do it, could be the winners. Having said that, I thought 
for 15 years they could be the winner in VOD, but Netflix stole it away from 
them.” 

Internet Usage 
 “If I were the president of an ISP, which is mostly likely also a pay-TV 

operator, I would go to metered service.” 
 “There’s not any good ISP competition, so there is room to raise prices. I’m 

paying $52 a month for Internet. If they charge $60, what am I going to do? 
Where can I go? There’s no alternative, and I think that’s true for a lot of 
markets.” 

 “ISPs will have to charge for bandwidth consumption. As OTT takes off, 
usage is only going to increase, even more for HD streaming.” 

 “An increase in your Internet bill for bandwidth is not going to deter too 
many people. Internet access is not a luxury the way some people might view pay-TV. Being online has become a 
natural state for people. They have to be connected. Obviously, a rate increase will help the ISPs.” 

Pay-TV Response 
 “They’ve been trying TV Everywhere, and it hasn’t worked out great as a customer experience. If, as an industry, they 

can get their act together and make it work, they will benefit. They need to make the interface a better user 
experience.” 

 “I don’t believe there will be huge, wholesale cord cutting. There is still more TV viewing on a big screen than online. 
MSOs may not see the growth rates that they’ve seen in the past, but it won’t be like the newspaper business, 
either.” 

 “Discounted service bundles, if only at a temporary discount, are not going away.” 
 “I would think Netflix would be pushing to get an app on set-top boxes before the pay-TV guys get their own OTT up 

and running as an option for subscribers. Netflix would probably need to get on board with the pay-TV guys.” 
 “If Aereo wins its court case, I don’t think there’s a hell of a lot broadcasters can do. They’ve made a lot of noise 

about dropping broadcast and moving to cable, but I think that’s [nonsense]. They might try a signal scramble or 
some sort of authentication for a log-in to access the programming.” 

I don’t believe there will be 
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 “If Aereo wins, it will never be more than a niche anyway. But the broadcasters don’t like the idea of it. It will kill their 
retransmission rates. If Aereo wins, what’s to stop others from offering the same kind of deal?” 

 
 

5. Editor of a UK-based industry news and analysis site covering TV  

Cord cutting has not been significant in Europe, where customers have stuck with their cable and satellite providers 
despite the rising popularity of OTT services like Netflix. It is no accident that the only three pay-TV companies in the world 
that have done deals to integrate Netflix are cable operators. For them, the real profits are in broadband rather than TV, 
so they are less concerned with OTT as competition. Satellite providers like Sky, on the other hand, are swiftly moving to 
compete directly with Netflix and Amazon, enhancing their own VOD services while boosting quality content and UI. 

Pay-TV Viewing Habits 
 ”Cord cutting hasn’t happened in the UK and Europe despite the fears. There was a report by a company called 

Decipher that found that people with SVOD [such as Netflix] are not cord cutting significantly. [The study found] there 
was a 5% chance [of cord cutting], which was the average churn figure anyway, so it means you’re no more likely to 
churn if you’ve got Netflix or whatever.” 

 “We haven’t seen pay-TV [subscriber numbers] go down [in the UK and Europe]. Sky is still growing—slower than they 
used to, but they’re doing fine. Virgin Media has been stable, certainly not losing. We haven’t had the phenomenon 
yet like the U.S. where everyone is switching to IPTV.” 

 “The big difference here in the UK is we’ve got BT [Group PLC/LON:BT.A/BT], which never used to be relevant for TV, 
and TalkTalk [Telecom Group PLC/LON:TALK], both which have launched a next-gen digital terrestrial platform. 
They’re now getting all their broadband customers to sign up for their free TV service. But they’re not taking business 
from either of the big pay-TV incumbents [BSkyB and Virgin]. It’s just come in from people who didn’t take pay-TV 
before.” 

 “The new kids on the block—the IPTV players like BT and TalkTalk—are 
building a base out of what was free-to-air homes. They’ve brought out this 
lovely free-view box called YouView, which is a huge leap forward on what 
[over-the-air consumers] used to get.” 

OTT Viewing Habits 
 “Netflix and the other SVOD players haven’t cut into pay-TV here. There’s 

talk of some cord shaving, but I don’t think anyone has the figures to say 
that someone didn’t buy a Sky on-demand movie because they watched 
Netflix instead. But in terms of cord cutting, there’s no evidence, or very 
little. The pay-TV operators have reacted very swiftly.” 

Internet Usage 
 “We haven’t seen a huge rise in customers signing up for faster Internet. In 

Europe, 30 Mbps is the magic number everybody talks about and is what’s 
going to sell your broadband and what most people go for. Only Virgin Media 
is advertising 30 Mbps, and that’s cable. It’s out there, but there’s no 
evidence that they’re taking customers away because of faster speeds.” 

 “TalkTalk is the fastest growing broadband provider here. But it’s not to do with speed; it’s to do with offering a 
cheap bundle. They’re cheaper than everyone else, so they’re mopping up everyone who didn’t have broadband 
already and giving them a nice TV package as well.” 

 “Speed could be a reason why cable hasn’t lost any subs … but I wouldn’t say it’s dragging anybody away from one 
operator and towards another.” 

 “The European market is around triple play—the big bundle. It’s not broadband speed. Price is definitely a factor, but 
more importantly the operators are hooking people on bundles.” 

 “We hear from all the operators at conferences that there is a big difference between profit margins on cable and 
broadband packages. A broadband package is much, much more profitable than TV. TV is eaten into by content 
rights, which are rising.” 

 “We’ve heard that TV barely pays for itself, if at all, for some operators. Some of the IPTV operators, particularly those 
that came late to market, they took on video and IPTV to just save themselves really—to make the triple play and 
make sure they didn’t lose any more voice or broadband customers.” 

We hear from all the operators 
at conferences that there is a 
big difference between profit 
margins on cable and 
broadband packages. A 
broadband package is much, 
much more profitable than TV. 
TV is eaten into by content 
rights, which are rising. 

Editor, UK-based Industry News & 
Analysis Site Covering TV 
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Pay-TV Response 
 ”Virgin announced their Netflix deal this summer. Com Hem in Sweden announced the same thing, and one other 

operator in Denmark, Waoo! [signed a deal with Netflix]. The fact that these are all cable operators may not be 
coincidence. It may be that, because Virgin and the others have the broadband, which has much bigger profit 
margins than TV, the cable operators are much more relaxed about over-the-top because ultimately they make most 
of the profit margins on broadband.” 

 “I don’t think Sky would do a deal with Netflix. I’d fall off my chair if they did that. But it’s hard to tell where everyone 
else stands. Sky and the other satellite operators in Europe are all doing their own thing, in competition to Netflix.” 

 
 
 
6) Online Consumer Survey 
In a survey of 215 respondents, Blueshift Research found little evidence of cord cutting in the last three months. Most 
nonsubscribers said they have never had a pay-TV subscription. The survey did find evidence of consumers scaling back their 
pay-TV services and of stagnant overall use of pay-TV services. The growth of OTT use is outpacing that of pay-TV viewing, and 
Netflix and YouTube are the most widely used OTT platforms. Amazon Prime is gaining ground as an alternative among 
consumers who would consider leaving Netflix. Netflix subscribers value the service and are showing it through increased use 
and a willingness to pay more. Netflix is still a supplemental service that is watched mainly on TVs. Internet subscribers are 
mostly keeping their current Internet speed, and approximately a quarter of subscribers already have the fastest speed 
available. Pricing of Internet services may have room to increase based on its importance to consumers. 
 
 
PAY-TV 
Among consumers who currently do not subscribe to pay-TV, less than 2% cut the cord within the past three months. Most 
have never had a pay-TV subscription. More than a quarter of the respondents reported reducing their pay-TV packages 
during the past year. Overall use of pay-TV services has been steady, but the number of Netflix users who have cut back or 
canceled cable services was greater than in our September survey. 
 

 73% are pay-TV subscribers. (Q1) 
o Most respondents who do not subscribe to a pay-TV service have never subscribed to a pay-TV service 

(63.8%) or canceled the service more than a year ago (31%). (Q2) 
 The use of pay-TV services is stagnant. 

o 69.5% of pay-TV subscribers use the service the same amount over the past three months, while 20.1% 
increased their use and 10.3% decreased their use. (Q3) 

o 72.7% of pay-TV subscribers have not cut back on their pay-TV services. (Q4) 
o Pay-TV subscribers who have cut back on their pay-TV packages have done so to eliminate premium cable 

channels (11.7%) or downgraded to only receive basic cable (10.4%). (Q4) 
 More Netflix subscribers reported cutting back on canceling cable service than did so three months ago. 

o 76.1% of Netflix subscribers in December cut back or canceled cable, premium cable or cable on-demand, 
which is an increase from September, when 67.3% of Netflix subscribers in the survey reported cutting back 
or canceling those services. (Q15) 

o The top three services in December that Netflix subscribers cut back on or have canceled due to Netflix are: 
cable (29.2%), cable on-demand (24.8%) and premium cable (22.1%). (Q15) 

 
 

OTT 
The growth of OTT use is outpacing that of pay-TV service. Netflix is the most widely adopted OTT service, followed closely by 
YouTube. Amazon Prime is gaining interest as a possible replacement for Netflix. 
 

 57.1% of the respondents subscribe to an OTT service, with 18.4% using OTT services exclusively. (Q5) 
 The usage rate of OTT service is growing at a faster pace than pay-TV services. 

o 40.5% of OTT subscribers increased their use of streaming services in the past six months, while only 
10.8% used OTT less often. (Q6) 
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o 20.1% of pay-TV subscribers are increasing their use of their services compared with 10.3% decreasing 
their use. (Q3) 

 Netflix is the most adopted OTT service. 
o The top seven services used by the respondents are Netflix (56.9%), YouTube (54%), cable (31.8%), 

Outerwall Inc.’s (OUTR) Redbox (25.6%), cable on-demand (21.3%), HBO (20.9%) and satellite TV (20.9%). 
(Q7) 

 Amazon Prime is gaining steam as a replacement for Netflix. 
o 35% of Netflix subscribers who possibly would cancel the service in the next three months would replace it 

with Amazon Prime, compared with in September when 14.9% of Netflix subscribers viewed Amazon Prime 
as a replacement for Netflix. (Q20) 

 
 
NETFLIX 
Netflix subscribers value the OTT service and are showing it through increased use and willingness to pay more to subscribe. 
Netflix still is used as a supplement rather than a replacement to pay-TV. Most viewing is on a TV, though use of tablets is 
growing. 
 

 54% of respondents are Netflix subscribers. (Q11) 
 Netflix subscribers are loyal. 

o 64.3% of subscribers are not at all likely to cancel their subscription in the next three months, which is up 
from 59.2% in September. (Q18) 

 Netflix subscribers are still increasing their use of the service compared with three months ago. 
o 47.9% of Netflix are increasing their usage, compared with 15% who are decreasing their usage. (Q12) 
o 26% of Netflix subscribers were increasing their Netflix usage in September. (Q12) 

 Netflix subscribers are using the service more than other entertainment services. 
o 36.3% of Netflix subscribers use it significantly more than their other entertainment services. Three times 

as many Netflix subscribers use the service more than other entertainment services (61.9%), versus those 
who use it less than other entertainment services (21.3%), which is approximately the same as three 
months ago. (Q14) 

 Netflix is more valuable to subscribers and is gaining momentum to increase its price. 
o 51.8% of Netflix subscribers said it would take a $5-plus monthly subscription increase to make them 

cancel their subscriptions, compared with three months ago when only 24.3% of subscribers would pay that 
increase. (Q17) 

 Netflix is used as a supplement to other entertainment services. 
o Netflix still is viewed as a supplemental service, with approximately the same percentage of Netflix 

subscribers (65.5%) using it to supplement other entertainment services, and the remaining 34.5% using it 
as a replacement. (Q13) 

 Netflix is predominately a service watched on TV, but use of the service is slowly migrating toward other devices. 
o Netflix subscribers’ breakdown of use by devices show TV is used 53.54% of the time, desktop/laptop 

25.83%, tablet 12.04% and smartphone 5.35%. (Q16) 
o Compared with three months ago, Netflix use on tablets increased to 12.04% from 8.72%, while TV 

decreased to 53.54% from 63.54%, and desktop/laptop and smartphone use is relatively the same. (Q16) 
 Out of the Netflix subscribers who have any indication of canceling their Netflix subscription in the next three 

months, 45% would do so due to the high price and 45% would do so due to the lack of content. (Q19) 
 
 

INTERNET 
Internet subscribers are mostly maintaining their current broadband speeds, and approximately one-fourth of subscribers 
already have the fastest speed available. Most would downgrade their speeds rather than pay a $15/month increase, but a 
small group would be willing to put up with as much as a $30/month increase. 
 

 Internet customers are upgrading their services at a slow pace. Most have maintained their current broadband 
speed or already are subscribing to the fastest speed. 
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o The majority of respondents (58.3%) have not upgraded their Internet services in the last year. Still, 25.6% 
have the fastest wireless speed possible from their current provider, and 16.1% increased the speed since 
last year. (Q8) 

 Consumers are segmented on the payment increase that would make them downgrade their Internet speed, but 
Internet providers could have some wiggle room to increase pricing. A group of subscribers said they would pay a 
$30-plus increase to maintain their current speeds. 

o 16.6% of respondents would withstand a $30 or more to keep their current Internet speed (Q10). 
o A $15 increase in monthly Internet prices would cause 63.9% of broadband subscribers to downgrade their 

speed to save money. 
 More than one-fourth of Internet subscribers would pay a significant increase in their monthly payment to sustain 

their entertainment consumption. 
o Consumers are split on the effects a significant rate increase from their Internet provider would have on 

their OTT and pay-TV use; 28.4% would be willing to pay the increase to sustain their current OTT and pay-TV 
use, 38.9% would decrease or cancel their pay-TV services and 32.7% would decrease or cancel their OTT 
services. (Q9) 

 
 
CHARTS 
1. Are you a pay-TV (cable, premium cable, satellite, DirecTV, etc.) subscriber? 

 
 
2. Which of the following describes you best? 
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3. Over the past three months, has your usage of pay-TV services increased, decreased or stayed the same? 

 
 

4. In the past year, have you cut back on your pay-TV subscription package for a less expensive one? 
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5. Are you using OTT services (Netflix, Amazon Instant, Hulu, Aereo, etc.)? 

 
 
 

6. Over the past three months, has your usage of OTT services increased, decreased or stayed the same? 
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7. What services do you use? (Select all that apply.) 

 
 

8. In the last year, have you upgraded your Internet package to a faster speed? 
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9. What effect would a significant rate increase from your Internet provider have on your OTT and pay-TV subscriptions? 

 
 
10. If your Internet provider were to increase your monthly subscription charge, what price increase would cause you to lower 

your Internet speed in order to save money? 
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11. Are you a current Netflix subscriber? 

 
 
12. Over the past three months, has your usage of Netflix increased, decreased or stayed the same? 

 
 
13. How are you using Netflix compared with other forms of entertainment? 
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14. How does your Netflix usage compare with other services? 

 
 
15. Which other services have you canceled or cut back on because of your Netflix subscription and usage? (Select all that 

apply.) 
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16. How much of your total Netflix viewing do you do on the following devices? (Give a percentage breakdown with whole 
numbers in each box from 0 to 100. Make sure your total adds up to 100.) 

 
 
17. If Netflix were to increase its monthly rate, what price increase would cause you to cancel your subscription? 

 
 
18. How likely are you to cancel your Netflix subscription in the next three months? 
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19. Why do you think you might cancel your Netflix subscription in the next three months? 

 
 
20. If you cancel Netflix, which service are you most likely to replace it with? (Select all that apply.) 

 
 
 

Secondary Sources 
The following six secondary sources highlighted the rise of online video for fixed broadband networks, Netflix and OTT services 
decreasing TV viewership, cord cutting continuing at a slow pace, CBS embracing an OTT style of content, a push for 
streaming bundle packages from cable providers in 2014, and the damaging effects of a-la-carte cable channels on the 
industry. 
 
 Oct. 16 article from The Convergence 

Online video for fixed broadband networks is going to boom to a nearly $35 billion global market. The OTT space is driven 
by increased advertising and is seeing international expansions from Netflix and Hulu Plus. 
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 “Online video delivered over fixed broadband networks is poised ‘on the brink of a huge take-off’ that will see 
revenues increase to nearly $35 billion globally by 2018, an increase of nearly 120% from 2013, new research 
says.” 

 “The increase is being driven by growing broadband penetration, new technology and the expectation that services 
like Netflix and Hulu Plus will accelerate their international expansion, said the report, ‘Online TV and Video 
Forecasts,’ from Digital TV Research.” 

 “The research forecasts that by 2018, 520 million homes in 40 countries will watch online television and video (both 
paid-for and ad-supported), up from 182 million in 2010. Revenues are expected to reach $34.99 billion in 2018, a 
massive increase from the $3.98 billion recorded in 2010 and the $15.94 billion expected in 2013.” 

 “Online TV and video advertising has been the key driver for the OTT sector, the report points out, with revenues of 
$7.4 billion expected in 2013, up from $2.4 billion in 2010, a compound annual growth rate exceeding 45%.” 

 “That rapid growth in advertising expenditure will slow somewhat, but still see a CAGR of more than 17%, reaching a 
global total of $16.4 billion in 2018. However, advertising’s share of total OTT revenues will fall from 60.6% in 2010 
to 46.9% in 2018.” 

 “Subscription services will be the fastest growing paid-for OTT revenue stream as players like Netflix, Amazon, Hulu 
Plus and others expand internationally from their already-successful North American base.” 

 “The report forecasts online television and video subscription revenues (SVOD) will reach $6 billion in 2013, from $1 
billion in 2010, and more than double to $13 billion in 2018.” 

 “‘Many think that Netflix has been pretty slow to roll out internationally — some say that has to do with not wanting to 
upset investors too much by adding debt to the balance sheet,’ said Simon Murray, Principal Analyst at Digital TV 
Research. ‘Netflix has had a major impact where it has launched — in the UK/Ireland and Scandinavia, where rival 
LoveFilm pulled out soon after the Netflix launch. The U.S. is way ahead of any other country, but the gap is going to 
shorten, especially with Western European growth.’” 

 Reader comment in December: “TV Stations, Studios, Hospitals, Government Agencies and Large Corporations are 
asking us every day to distribute live television and video on their networks. They want TV delivery to the desktop, 
display and set-top box. Most organizations have large archives of training and marketing videos that are organized 
and delivered as Video On Demand through an IPTV system.” 

 
 Dec. 12 Business Insider article 

The rise of Netflix is inversely correlated with the deflation of TV use. 
 “For the second straight year, the number of U.S. households that own TVs has declined, according to an excellent 

investor note from Citi Research analyst Jason B. Bazinet.” 
 “Netflix now has 33 million streaming video subscribers. That's the equivalent of one third of the 90 million-strong 

cable/satellite TV subscriber universe. You don't need cable TV to watch Netflix, of course.” 
 Companies at risk from cord-cutters: DIS, DISCA, Fox, SNI, TWX and VIA. 

 
 Dec. 5 Media Daily News article 

A survey produced by Digitalsmiths showed a rising dissatisfaction with cable providers as the cost of cable services 
continues to rise. Cord cutting still is growing at a slow pace. 
 “Pay-TV ‘cord-cutting’ and ‘cord-thinning’ climbed a bit in the third quarter—perhaps with higher activity to come. 

Among pay TV customers—representing some 90% of U.S. TV homes—17% either trimmed pay TV networks/services 
or removed them completely in the third quarter of this year.” 

 “This number was up from 14% in the second quarter and 13.4% from the first quarter, according to Digitalsmiths, a 
video discovery company.” 

 “The research also indicates that 34% of respondents answered ‘maybe’ when it came to changing their pay TV 
company. Nearly 7% are planning to change their cable, satellite and telco company; almost 3% are planning to cut 
service altogether, and 2% will switch to a third-party app or service. Still, 54.2% said they would maintain their 
existing service.” 

 “Overall satisfaction of pay TV providers was at 58.6%—about the same compared to other recent periods. But the 
research notes that those ‘unsatisfied’ climbed over previous periods to 21.5%.” 

 “Among respondents, 43.6% are paying more for TV service versus a year ago; 39.3% are paying the same, and 
17.1% are paying less. Over 21% of TV consumers are paying $151 or more per month for all TV, Internet and phone 
services; 16.9% are at $126 to $150; 19.4% are at $101 to $125; 19.3% are at $76 to $100; and 15.5% are at 
$51 to $75.” 
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 Dec. 10 Videomind article 

CBS is embracing the OTT style of TV viewership as it saw a rise in on-demand services—up 40% in the last two years—
from younger consumers. 
 “Video on demand has grown almost 60% this season for CBS shows, the network’s head of research said, part of a 

dramatic change in how viewers—especially younger ones—are consuming entertainment content.” 
 “David Poltrack, chief research officer for CBS, Monday told the annual UBS Global and Media Communications 

Conference in New York that the network also is seeing a 40% overall increase of online viewing of its programming.” 
 “‘Changes that have occurred in TV viewing in last two years are more significant than changes that have occurred in 

the past 20 years,’ said Poltrack.” 
 “As to VOD, Poltrack said it’s ‘increasing the average audience for our prime time programming by 4%,’ and said VOD 

is being used to watch television and catch up on favorite shows. Some shows, he said, have recorded more than 
double the 4% overall bump the network has experienced, like the 9% increase experienced by ‘The Good Wife.’” 

 “While there’s been a lot of hubbub about television and pay-TV having a tough time attracting—and keeping—
younger audiences, Poltrack said online video streaming has been a significant help in reaching that market, noting 
that CBS’s online audience is 16 years younger than its standard viewer.” 

 
 Dec. 10 New York Post article 

Streaming-only bundles of cable channels are expected to reach the market in 2014, led by Verizon. Cable providers are 
likely to follow suit. 
 “Get ready for cable TV without the cable.” 
 “A streaming-only bundle of channels, likely with a coast-to-coast reach, may be offered to viewers for the first time in 

2014, according to several TV-industry heavyweights.” 
 “While the speculation of such a service has been talked about and forecast for years, the chatter this week has 

gained added weight as some of the industry’s top executives admit its time 
has come.” 

 “‘I think there’s a very strong chance of that,’ Viacom CEO Philippe Dauman 
said of a so-called over-the-top service rolling out next year.” 

 “‘After the struggles of Intel, this topic was dead in the water,’ said 
entertainment analyst Richard Greenfield of BTIG, ‘After the last 24 hours, it 
sounds like it’s anything but.’” 

 “Verizon, which already has national mobile rights to primetime NFL games, 
is seen as the most likely to be the first to move in the over-the-top space, 
according to conversations with several TV industry sources.” 

 “Verizon is having talks via its FiOS team, and its approaches have been 
welcomed because it can market a service nationally without running into 
the same regulatory concerns as traditional players, one major programmer 
told The Post.” 

 “Speculation has also been centered on a Charlie Ergen-backed Dish-branded over-the-top programming play, and 
on a Comcast Xfinity streaming service, as being the most likely to provide a package of cable-like programming via 
the Web.” 

 “Sony’s PlayStation device, Microsoft’s Xbox and Apple are less likely to lead the parade, sources said.” 
 “As soon as the expected nontraditional distributor introduces an over-the-top service, expect all the cable 

companies and telcos to jump in, a source familiar with discussions said.” 
 
 Dec. 4 Los Angeles Times article 

A move to a-la-carte pricing could cost the industry $80 billion to $113 billion in the United States, and has the potential 
to remove an estimated 1.4 million jobs in media. A-la-carte TV pricing is expected to reach the market in 2014, based on 
a push by Canadian officials for the new option. 

 “Consumers want to choose the channels they get from their pay-TV providers but such a move would not only 
undermine the business model for media companies, it could also lead to higher prices for customers, according 
to a new report by Needham & Co.” 

 “Few have been able to put a price tag on the cost to the industry of a la carte programming, but Needham & 
Co. media analyst Laura Martin took a stab at it in her study.” 

As soon as the expected 
nontraditional distributor 
introduces an over-the-top 
service, expect all the cable 
companies and telcos to jump 
in, a source familiar with 
discussions said. 

New York Post Article 
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 “‘Our calculations conclude that $80 billion to $113 billion of U.S. consumer value would be destroyed by this 
shrinking channel choice,’ Martin wrote in her report, released Wednesday.” 

 “She determined that the economic costs would be enormous because so many smaller channels would 
disappear—at least 124 channels—wiping out an estimated 1.4 million jobs in media.” 

 “Martin figured that at least $45 billion in TV advertising would be at risk.” 
 “‘By implication, about 56 channels would survive, and 124 channels would disappear, based on 2012 viewing 

levels,’ Martin wrote.” 
 “Families typically watch only about 16 to 20 channels even though they have access to an average of 180 

different channels—which is why so many consumers are eager to be able to pick and choose which channels 
they receive rather than being forced to buy packages with dozens of channels they may not want.” 

 “Calls for a la carte programming in the U.S. are expected to increase as the Canadian government demands a 
la carte packages in Canada.” 

 “In October, top Canadian officials said that TV companies should begin unbundling TV channel packages 
offered to consumers by next year.” 

 
 
 

Additional research by Emily Carr and Steve Evans 
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